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ABSTRACT 

 

 

KHAIRIAH. 1502050045. An Analysis of Illocutionary Act in 2019 Indonesia 

Presidential Candidate Debate. Skripsi. English Education Program.Faculty 

of Teacher Training and Education. University of Muhammadiyah Sumatera 

Utara. Medan. 2019. 

 

Understand how the presidential candidates deliver the meaning and the 

purpose of their vision and mission in a debate is in interesting. That is why this 

study was carried out to analyze the use of illocutionary acts in 2019 Indonesia 

presidential debate based on Searle‟s theory. The objectives of this study were to 

identify the types of illocutionary acts in Jokowi and Prabowo debate‟s, to 

describe the realization of illocutionary act, and to investigate the reason of the 

using illocutionary act in debate. Qualitative research methods were applied in 

this study. By using documentary technique, data were collected from first and 

second of 2019 Indonesia presidential debates taken from Youtobe and analyzed 

based on the Miles and Huberman theory; data condenstation, data display, 

drawing and verifying. After analyzing the utterances of both candidates, the 

findings on this study indicate that there are 100 utterances that contain all type of 

illocutionary act; representative 32 (32%), directive 24 (24%), commisive 21 

(21%), expressive 13 (13%), declarative 10 (10%). The purpose of using the 

illocutionary act in the debate is to convey the intent of the word of the two 

presidential candidate so that listener can understand and do what is they stated.  

 

Keywords: speech act, illocutionary act, presidential candidate debate.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of the Study 

Pragmatic is the subject of the role of words and linguistic communication, 

which centrally link to the field of speech acts, namely the subject of how we do 

things using sentences under certain condition. Pragmatic studies emphasize the 

role of speech communication as a medium for exchanging messages, thoughts, 

data, knowledge, and other content carried out by users or speakers in 

communicating with each other. The term Pragmatic was created in the 1930s by 

philosopher C.W. Morris. Pragmatics developing as a sub-field of linguistics in 

the 1970s. Pragmatics related to characterizing the behavior of language users as 

performance. 

Therefore with the definition above, pragmatics is the meaning of learning 

in context, for instance, someone says something to the listener, there are a 

substance which employed by the speaker for hearer based on the place and mode 

of activity. The purpose of pragmatics to test the meaning in accord with the 

context, the meanings spoken by the speaker, and examine the form of expression 

according to the social distance involved in the conversation. At the time speech 

used the meanings and intentions conveyed to the audience, and pragmatics also 

relate to the characterization of human behavior in using language. 

A speech act is one part of Pragmatic. Speech acts were first introduced by 

Austin in 1962 in his book "How to do Things with Words". According to him, 
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when people talk, people don't just speak, but also take action. Speech act is the 

basic unit of language used to express meaning, speech that expresses 

intention. Speech acts should be the difference between utterances which are 

statements or descriptions and speeches act, for example, promises, apologies, 

bets, or word of advices. Austin (1962:108) there are three cases of speech acts, 

namely locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary acts. Locutionary act are 

actions the production of words with substance. Illocutionary act is the human 

activity of information such ordering, and hopeful. This is a conventional 

communicative power in articulating. Perlocutionary act is the actual effect 

achieved by stating an action. 

In the study, the researchers was discuss the illocutionary act in the debate 

for the Indonesian presidential election using a theory from Searle. In 2019, all 

Indonesian was elect a new president for the 2019-2024 period. That was on 17 

April, 2019 with two candidates, Joko Widodo and Prabowo Subianto before the 

election time, the president must do debate which arrangements the KPU, which 

are the obligations followed by  two campaigners. The aim of the disputation to 

recover out how far the understanding and knowledge possessed by both, and also 

directly communicate the vision and mission which can be deliver two candidates. 

Searle (1979:1) there are five types categories of illocutionary act namely, 

representative, directive, commissives, expressive, and declaration. The 

representative is a category of speech acts that represent a state of affair. Directive 

is speech act classes which include activities such as asking and 

ordering. Commisive is getting the speaker to do something such as a 
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promise. Expressive includes actions such as congratulating and thanking. The 

declaration is an action in which no psychological condition is expressed and that 

has the world of words. With five types of illocutionary acts, researchers was  

categorized based on the debates carried on by two presidential candidates.  

The researchers interest in analysis the debate of Indonesian presidential 

candidates by using illocutionary act the reason of that on the context  presidential 

andvice-presidential elections Indonesia in the 2019 period different from the 

previous  presidential election. It was very interesting to talk about the presidential 

debate as a research, the researchers  wants everyone  understand the meaning and 

the purpose contain in the debate delivering by two candidates, because there are 

many meanings and objectives of the debate. Then the researchers want to 

discover and directly examine the meaning based on the type of illocutionary 

act. Therefore, the researcher was conduct a study entitled "AN ANALYSIS OF 

ILLOCUTIONARY ACT IN 2019 INDONESIA PRESIDENTIAL 

CANDIDATE DEBATE". 
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B. Identification of the Problems 

Based on the background of the study aboves, the problems can be 

identified as follows: 

1. The analysis presidential debate because many people can not 

differential types of illocutionary act from the debate.  

2. The identification type of illuctionary act for people understanding the 

debates of Indonesia presidential candidate.  

 

C. Scope and Limitation 

The scope of this research was focus on the speech act of Joko Widodo 

and Prabowo Subianto for presidential election debate 2019-2024. The limitation 

of research the types illocutionary act that used both of Indonesia presidential 

candidate, in the debate based on Searle‟s theory.  

 

D. Formulation of the Problem 

In reference to the limitation of the problem aboves, the research 

formulated such as follows: 

1. What types of illocutionary acts are used of  Jokowi and Prabowo in the 

presidential debate? 

2. How are the illocutionary acts realized in the presidential candidate? 

3. Why are the illocutionary acts used in the ways they are? 
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E. Objective of the Study 

With reference to the problem aboves, the objectives of the study are 

followed below: 

1. to identify types of illocutionary acts which are utterance in Jokowi and 

Prabowo presidential candidate debate, 

2. to describe realization of illocutionary act used in the candidate, and  

3. to investigate the reason of illocutionary act in presidential debate. 

 

F. Significance of the study 

Finding of the study are expected to be both theoretically and practically 

point of view as follow: 

1. Theoretically, the finds and relevant to  

1) Enrich theory of pragmatics 

2) Understand the meaning  utterance of people  

3) Become reference for future research  

2. Practically, the finding on 

1) Candidate of presidential or debater in design debate 

2) Assesor or evaluate people of the debate 

3) Guide to evaluate the success of president.  
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

D. Theoretical Framework 

1. Pragmatics 

Pragmatics is a linguistic study. Pragmatics first introduced by a 

philosopher named C.W. Morris in 1930. Pragmatics known as the media for 

delivering messages made by a speaker to the receiver. Pragmatics relate to the 

characteristics of human behavior that talk about messages and the habit of oral 

communication when communicating differently in structural components (such 

as sounds and sentences). Pragmatics can also be stated as a conversation that 

carries its own meaning or message that is transmitted by the speaker to the 

listener with a specific function.  

Levinson, (1983:5) said that "Pragmatic is a learning about the relationship 

between speech and context that are grammatical, which is encoded in the 

structure of words". Pragmatics are used as a relationship between the oral 

communication and context that the speaker says to the listener and makes 

assumptions between the speaker and the listener. Pragmatics can also solve 

communication problems between speakers and hearers. Leech, (1983:9) define 

that "Pragmatic is the study of substances related to speech related to the speaker 

who expresses to listeners in certain positions". According to Yule (1996:3) 

“Pragmatics are learning that concern on a communication that has meaning 

conveyed by the speaker (or writer) and was received by the listener (or 
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reader). Pragmatics of a conversation that has definite meanings and 

expressions". (Yule, 4) "Pragmatics are learning related to the linguistic form and 

user form".  

Equally, we recognize that many theories propose the field of pragmatic, 

from the theory the researcher can conclude that pragmatic is a branch part of 

linguistics, pragmatics is the utilization of a discussion in a context in certain 

places. Where someone produces meaning through do communication that is used 

between speakers and utterances with specific roles and aims. In pragmatic study 

there was a certain significance and intent that someone expressed to 

others. Pragmatic can help a person solve communication problems between the 

speaker and hearer to understand the meaning of the context. 

 

2. Speech Acts 

Speech act theory was first introduced by Philosopher Oxford named JL 

Austin 1962:94 on the book "How to do things with words". Speech act theory is a 

speech word with a certain structure and also with certain meanings. Speech acts 

were presented for the first time by Austin, and Searle developed again in 

1969. Based on Searle (1969:16), "Speech acts are the basic and minimum units 

of communication of linguistics". (Searle, 18) "Speech acts are actions that 

are carried out in general function as the meaning of the sentence. The 

significance of the sentence spoken, sometimes has more substance than what is 

actually said, and performs to be unambiguously determined by a given sentence". 
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Yule (1996:47), said that "Speech acts are actions carried out by utterance, 

in English these actions are generally more specific such as apologies, complaints, 

congratulations, invitations, promises, and petitions. Usually the speaker expects 

that a communication will be acknowledged and realized by the listener based on 

the meaning said by the speaker, and usually also assisted by the situation or 

position when addressing". According to Brown (1983:231) "Speech acts are 

activities carried out by the speaker in saying something in terms of 

conventionally structured sequences where they communicate". 

According to the theory above, the researcher can conclude that speech 

acts are branches of speech that function as communication. Speech acts are as 

well a product of oral communication to determine significance in a sentence, and 

become the difference between spoken language which is signified in a statement 

or description such as promises, apologies, greetings, requests, complaints, 

suggestions, requests, invitations, or word of advices. for example Speech act may 

have more than one word, such as "close your mouth!" to make a request, or a few 

words or sentences "a lot of pollution closes your mouth!". There was more 

meaning based on that statement. First, the speaker said that the recipient closed 

his mouth because there was pollution. Second, the speaker becomes angry with 

the listener so she must be quiet! For this state of affairs, the recipient must 

understand what the speaker  saying depends on the state of affairs. So speech acts 

are certain meanings in accordance with the context. 
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3. Type of Speech Act 

Speech acts determined with a spoken language that says something is 

doing something, or even saying something we are executing something. Austin, 

(1962:108), "There are a group to say something, In saying something the first is 

called the locutionary act, which is to articulate a sentence with a certain 

understanding that refers to significance in the traditional sense. The second 

performs an illocutionary act, namely doing an action that has meant to result 

information, order, warnings, complaints, suggestions, and others. The third is 

perlocutionary act, which is an action to say something to other people to manage 

something like convincing, obstructing, surprising and others". Each activity has 

different meanings, so from Austin theory, there are three cases of speech acts 

such as: Locutionary acts, Illocutinary acts, and Perlocutionary acts. 

3.1 Locutionary Act 

There are some experts who define the locutionary act.   Yule 

(1996:48), "In general, actions are taken to produce a separate speech to the 

listener. The act of locution is a basic act of speech and produces a linguistic 

expression which aims to be understood by the listener". According to Austin 

(1962:108) "Locutionary act is a group of things to say something that is picked 

up as a certain natural process and a certain reference". Thus based on the theory 

of locutionary act is an act of linguistic process to say something based on certain 

imports, in the act of locutionary it is well-defined and receptive in its 

deliverance. The speaker free to say something they want to read with real 

meanings. 
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Locutionary is the act to state something with certain substances. In the 

below some examples of luctionary act. 

1. Someone said “it is raining outside”, the utterance itself “it means that 

rain outside” that called locutionary act.  

2. Someone said “today is warm”, the utterance itself “it means that the 

weather is warm”  and, it is locutionary act. 

3. Someone said “the beauty flower”, the utterance itself “it means that the 

flower is beautiful” and, it also locutionary act. 

3.2 Illocutionary Act 

Illocutionary act is to exact action to say something. Yule (1996:48), " 

Illocutionary act is an action required to strengthen communication that has 

meanings such as statements, offers, explanations, or for other roles of 

communication". Austin (1962:108) said "Illocutionary act are actions to supply 

information such as ordering, commemorating, recommending, suggesting, and 

others". According to Searle (1969:25),”. 

Searle's classifying illocutionary act into five types such as assertives, 

directives, commisive, expressive, and declaration. 

1. Assertive: an illocutionary act that represents a state of affairs (i.e. 

Stating, claiming, hypothesizing, describing, telling). 

2. Directive: an illocutionary act of getting the addressee to do something  

(i.e. ordering, commanding, daring, defying, challenging).  
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3. Commissive: an illocutionary act of getting the speaker (i.e. The one 

performing the speech act) to do something. i.e. promising, threatening, 

intending).  

4. Expressive: an illocutionary act that expresses the mental state of the 

speaker about an event presumed to be true. (i.e. congratulating, 

thanking, deploring, welcoming, apologizing).  

5. Declaration: an illocutionary act that brings into existence the state of 

affairs to which it refers (i.e. Blessing, firing, baptizing, bidding, passing 

sentence, excommunicating). 

According to Austin, illocutionary is the act of doing something, 

illocutionary is an act of talking that serves to say or inform something and is used 

to do something. There are several examples of illocutionary act like the 

following:  

1. Rina: Do you want to drink something? 

Andi: Thanks, I still full. 

The statement that Andi give is an illocutionary acts, he refused Rina‟s 

offer because he was full and not thirsty. 

2. Eva: Do you like to come to my birthday party? 

Rina: Yes, I will come. 

The statement that Rina give is an illocutionary acts, she promises for 

Eva‟s because she wantstocome Eva‟s birthday party. 

3. Khair: Welcome to my graduation party! 

Maul: Congratulation Khair for your graduate. 
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Maul Statement is an illocutionary acts, she said Congratulating for 

Rina‟s  graduation party. 

3.3 Perlocutionary Act 

Perlocutionary act is to exact action to say something that has a function 

without intending to have an effect. Yule (1996:48), said that "Perlocutionary act 

is the level of speech acts that we do not, of course, only create speech with 

functions without intending to cause an impression. "Perlocutionary act is  the 

actions performed by saying something like, Persuade, angered, incite, shaping 

and inspiring is often an act of perlocution: but they will never start the answer to 

the question what did he say? perlocution action, in contrast to the act of locution 

and illocution, which is governed by convention, is not a conventional action but a 

natural action. Persuade, anger, incite, cause physiological changes in the 

audience, both in their circumstances or behavior". (Austin 1962:121). So it can 

be said the action of perlocution can be explained as an effect on the listener's 

response to what the speaker is saying or an action taken by the listener's speaker. 

Here some examples of perlocutionary act such as below: 

1. If someone said fire and by the act cause people exit a building which 

they believe to be on fire, they are performing the perlocutinary act of 

convincing other people to exit the building. 

2. If someone said “The pregnant woman must sit and you must stand up 

on the bus” the statement performed the perlocutionary act of persuade 

people to stand up on the bus because there are pregnant woman want to 

sit on the bus.  
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3. If the teacher said “The homework should be done tomorrow, if not you 

will not get a value. The statement performed the perlocutionary act of 

affecting student to do homework.  

 

4. Type of Illocutionary Act 

There are two approaches to classifying speech acts. First, baseon Austin 

1962 in the book "how to thing with word" and then developed by Searle 

1969. Austin classifies speechacts  into five classes namely, verdicatives, 

exercitivies, commisives, behabitives  and expositives. Verdicative examples 

are like freeing, confirming, analyzing. Exercitivies are categorized as ordering, 

commanding. Commisives are an obligation, like promising. Behabites for 

example thanking, congratulating, regretting. And the last Expositives clarify 

reasons such as declaring, and replying.  

 In addition, Searle also categorizes illocutionary actions into five classes, 

representative, directive, commisive, expressive, and declaration. For example 

representative: like circumstances claim, hypothesize, describe, say and notify. 

The directive: the condition to make the person in charge do something like 

ordering, challenging. Commissive: actions to make speaker do something, such 

as promising, threatening, planning. Expressive: expressing the speaker's mental 

state of an issue such as congratulating, thanking, regretting, welcoming, 

apologizing.The last declaration: the situation carried out by a speaker such as 

blessing, shooting, baptizing, bidding, imposing a sentence, ostracizing. 
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4.1 Representative 

The first type of illocutionary act in assertiveness is 

representative. "Representative is a type of speech act that states what the speaker 

believes is the case or not". (Yule, 53) Representative is a statement of facts such 

as assertions, conclusions, descriptions, suggestions, boasting, accusing, 

predicting, complaining. This type makes the listener believe in speaker about 

something explained by the speaker. 

For example:  

1. Our vision name is Indonesia winning. Because we are falling now, 

many indicator shows that if we are in a disadvantageous 

condition.(Statement of Prabowo‟s, Prabowo tell about his vision and 

describing the vision, it means that the types of illoctionary act and 

include stating indicating). 

2. The standing law enforcement is part of the effort to eradicate the KPK 

that we continue to do through the government system. (Statement of 

Jokowi‟s, Jokowi describing about law enforcer which standing is an 

effort to eradicate the KPK. It means that the type of illocutionary act and 

includes stating indicating). 

3. We must be aware of the threat of terrorism, the government continues to 

suggest work hard through a strict legal approach.(Jokowi‟s statement, 

Jokowi said if we must be aware of the threat terrorism, it means that the 

type of illocutionary act and include suggestion indicating). 
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4.2 Directive 

The second illocutionary type is direction. (Levinson, 240) "Statement of a 

conversation to make listeners do something" such as asking, questioning, 

ordering, advising, recommending, inviting, begging, bidding, asking, banning, 

and giving advice. This type tries the listener to do something, the speaker 

produces several effects through the act of the listener to do something or the 

instruction from the speaker. 

For example: 

1. I invite you to maintain ukhuwah islamiyah, ukhuwah fatanah, because 

brotherly union is the nation‟s greatest asset.(Jokowi‟s statement, Jokowi 

said to invite the community to keep ukhuwah islamiyah, it means that 

the type of illocutionary and include inviting indicating). 

2. The estuary problem in our opinion, we have to enough money to ensure 

the quality of life in all officers who have the competence to make 

decisions.(The statement of Prabowo‟s, Prabowo said we must have 

enough money to ensure the quality of life. It means that the type of 

illocutionary act includes recommending indicating). 

4.3 Commisive 

The third type of illocutionary is commisive. “Commisive are the kinds of 

speech acts that the speaker uses to commit to some future actions, they reveal 

what the speaker means”. (Yule, 54) utterances such as promises, threats, 

rejections, promises, vows, offerings, guarantees, volunteering, and threats. In this 
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type of say something in the future when the speakers deliver his promise to the 

listener. 

For example: 

1. We will empower the development of national law, we will strengthen 

with the best expert legal experts.(Its mean that the type illocutionary act 

commisive and include promising, indicating because Prabowo tell about 

promising will empower national legal development) 

2. Our vision is Indonesia Progressing, offering optimism and a reasonable 

of the future. (The statement of Jokowi utterance, and it is include type of 

illocutionary acts of offering indicating).     

4.4 Expressive 

The fourth type is expressive. "Expressive is the act of talking, like words, 

expressing the inner state of the speaker; his expression is basically subjective and 

does not tell us about the world." (Jacob 2001:121) This type is expressing 

functions, or to make understanding for listeners what is expressing by the 

speaker in a variety of propositional content, such as congratulating, apologizing, 

forgiving, blaming, praising, welcoming, sympathetic, thanking life, dislike, 

sorrow and others. 

For examples: 

1. Don‟t accusing like that Mr Prabowo, because this country is the legal 

procedure for the state law and have a legal mechanism. (The statement 

of Jokowi, and Jokowi said for Prabowo don‟t accuse him. Its is include 

type illocutionary act and blambing indicating).  
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2. Sorry Mr Prabowo I did not accuse if your party is corruption. (The 

statement of Jokowi said for Prabowo to say Pardoning it is include the 

type of illocutionary act). 

4.5 Declarations 

The last illocutionary type that is classified is the 

declaration. "Declarations are conventional speech acts, and encourage their 

strength from the part they play in the ritual. In any case, most verbs are relating 

to declarations such as delaying, vetoing, punishing, and baptizing. Basically, it 

describes social actions, not acts of talking". (Leech, 206). The declaration of the 

type of ilocutionary changes the word with their words such as resignation, 

demising, baptism, naming, isolating, pointing, abbreviating, baptizing, war and 

declaring. 

For example: 

1. I said before in a system of state head systems of presidents called chief 

executives (Prabowo‟s statement said the head of the system is chief 

executive its is include the type of illocutionary act and it is naming 

indicating). 

2. We have to guarantee that there is a deviate officials I will be fired.(The 

statement of Prabowo, he said that if deviate which official will 

discharged. And it is include type of illocutionary act and dismissing 

indicating).  
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5. Functional of Illoctionary act 

According to Leech(1983:105), "Illocutionary functions can be classified 

into the following four types according to how they relate to social goals to build 

and maintain respect for the speaker to the listener". 

1. Competitive: illocutionary goals compete with social goals; for 

example, ordering, asking, demanding, begging.  Competitive goals of 

objectives that are fundamentally disrespectful, but with illocutionary 

speech acts become more openly clear and literal in meaning to the 

recipient and lead to positive sessions for the audience. 

2. Convivial: illoctionary goal coincides with social goals; examples of 

offering, inviting, greeting, thanking, congratulations.  Where the 

speaker does an action say positive things to the listener with good 

intentions. 

3. Collaborative: illocutionary is indifferent to social goals; example, state 

reports, announces, instructs. Collaborative illocutionary functions 

whose politeness is largely irrelevant. Most written discourse falls into 

this category. So the collaborative role of the speaker tells the listener  

about something with the factsthat are both positive and negative. 

4. Conflictive: illocutionary goals conflict with social goals; for example, 

threatening, accusing, condemning, and abuse. The function of the last 

conflict, modesty is out of the question, because the illusion of conflict, 

basically, is designed to cause violations.  
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6. Speech Act Theory 

There are two kinds of theories of speech acts which are first introduced 

by Austin 1962 and the second, which was re-developed by Searle in 

1969. According to the author of the Searle theory in accordance with the 

development and circumstances of society at this time and the writer use Searle's 

theory to analyze the illoctionary act of the debates carried out by Indonesian 

presidential candidates Joko Widodo and Prabowo Subianto. 

6.1 Austin’s Theory Speech Act 

Speech act theory, as introduced by Oxford philosopher JL Austin 1962 

about "How to Do Things with Words". In the pragmatic introduction book 

According to Seken I.K (2015:52)Austin's call words do some 'performative' 

actions, which must be distinguished from 'constative'. While the latter, as a 

declarative statement, can be judged in truth or falsehood, the first cannot be 

associated with such a judgment, on the contrary, performative speech can be 

either happy or unhappy, depending on whether or not the conditions needed for 

the action are fulfilled. Austin also distinguishes explicit performatives from 

implicative, the first of which is characteristically starting with expressions such 

as "I promise". The latter on the other hand, which he prefers to be called 

performative primitives; can be found in sayings like "I'll be there". Comparing 

the main and explicit performances, Austin gives the following example: 

(1)Primary utterance: „I shall be there‟ 

(2) Explicit performative: „I promise that I shall be there‟ 
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Regarding the constative, performative dichotomy, Austin seems to argue 

that all speeches are actors of speech acts. In his view, speech acts appear in three 

identities: locutionary act, illocutionary act, and perlocutionary acts. Locutionary 

act is the actions that produce meaningful sounds, namely the production of words 

with meaning. Illocutionary action is the act of issuing speech with certain 

powers as ordered, and promising, this is a conventional communicative power in 

saying. Perlocutionary action is the actual effect achieved by saying. To describe 

the three type speech acts, consider saying like "dark here". The feelings and 

references issued by this greeting are still the locus. 

The addressee, who captures the locutionary action of the utterance, 

understands the expression of the meaning of the words spoken and how they are 

arranged. Locutionary action is an act of saying. Illocutionary act is the power 

possessed by the utterance of the addressee, that is, what the speaker does to the 

addressee. In this case, the speech can take the action of asking the recipient to do 

something in connection with the darkness of the conversation. Perlocutionary 

action is carried out when the address responds by turning on the light. Austin 

classifies speech into five classes, namely: verdictives, exercitivies, commissive, 

behabities, and expossitive. 

Table 2.1 

 Austin’s Classification of Illocutionary Act 

Verdictives Exercising a judgement: acquitting, asserting, analyzing 

Exercitivies Assertion of influence in favor or against a certain course of 

action: ordering commanding 

Commisive Assuming an obligation, committing the speaker to a certain 

course of action: Promising 

Behabitives Adopting an attitude: Thanking, deploring 

Expositive Expending a view, clarifying reason: stating, replying, 

conceding. 
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6.2  Searle’s Theory Speech Act 

Seven years after the publication of the work of Austin Searle (1969) 

published his speech acts, another phenomenal work on the theory of speech 

acts. In the pragmatic introduction book According to SekenI.K. 2015:55. The 

Austin's breakthrough concept of speech acts and presenting his own ideas, Searle 

seems to build a framework for incorporating speech act theory into linguistic 

theory. Searle sees language as a rule that regulates intentional behavior and states 

that "Speaking languages is doing speech acts that are generally made possible by 

and carried out in accordance with certain rules for the use of linguistic 

elements. The integration of speech act theory in linguistic theory is even more 

evident in what Searle calls the 'principle of openness'. 

Like Austin, Searle identifies three aspects of speech acts, refer to each 

other as speech acts. While referring to speech acts as an act of "uttering words". 

Searle also argues that the idea of illocutionary actions correlates with the ideas of 

the consequences or effects of these actions on the actions, thoughts, and beliefs 

of listeners. He admitted is very close to Austin's idea of acts of perlocution. 

When the illocutionary act of the speaker warns his interlocutor, it can frighten or 

make him fear: scaring or worrying this is an act of perlocution, which is carried 

as an effect or consequence of illocutionary actions carried out. For example, the 

illocutionary action forces a pointing device (in short, IFID) in English, it includes 

word sequences, intonation contours, punctuation, verb moods, performative 

verbs (such as' promises', 'suggestions', and' warn Searle for IFID appears as a 
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kind of linguistic clue that signifies the illocutionary power intended by the 

speaker to make speeches). 

Searle (1979) broadly classifies illocutionary actions into five categories, 

namely, representative, directive, commisive, expressive, declaration. The 

representative is a category of speech acts that are part of speech. Referrals are 

speech act classes which include actions such as asking and ordering. This action 

is related to directing listeners to do something. Commissive actions as promised 

are the property of the speaker to do something that expresses intentions and 

obligations. Expressiveness includes actions such as giving and thanking. The 

overall proposition concerns several events, actions, properties, etc. Which relates 

to the listener or speaker, where pleasure, gratitude, in the act of venturing are 

expressed. The declaration is an act in which no psychological state is expressed 

and possesses both of them from the world to the appropriate world.  

Table 2.2  

Searle’s Classification of Illocutionary Acts. 

Representative Representative a state of affair. Stating, 

informing, 

telling 

Direction of fit: 

world to world. 

Directives Directing the hearer toward 

something to the fulfillment of 

the speakers want or wish 

expressed in them. 

Requestin

g, 

ordering 

Direction of fit: 

world to world. 

Commissives The speaker is commiting 

hi/herself to doing something; 

S intends to do A is an 

obligation for S as determined 

by the utterance. 

Promising Direction of fit: 

world to world. 

Expressive Expressing a certain 

psychological state. 

 

Congratul

ating, 

thanking 

No direction of fit. 

Declarations Bringing something about in 

the world. 

Excommu

nicating 

Direction of fit: 

world to world. 

And world to word. 
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7. Debate 

Debate is a communication between two or more people who have groups 

of pros and contra that aim to resolve problems or disputes that arise from two 

participants. The debates also convey arguments and opinions to other people who 

are responded to by debating opponents to get a decision and results that are 

discussed by the judges. Debate is argument defined as a formal discussion of a 

particular problem in a public meeting or legislative assembly, in which lines are 

presented and which normally end with voters. In the debate there was also 

audience as people who has  understanding of the topic that discussed debates. 

7.1 Presidential Candidate debate  

The presidential candidate debate is one case of formal argument. Debates 

conducted between two people and more. The presidential debate is a debate that 

must and carried out by each presidential candidate, with the aim they can convey 

their vision and mission as well as conducting ideas and contest arguments in 

front of an open forum and directly by the community in public. Usually the 

presidential debate is conducted four to five times before the general election is 

declaration. The committee that organizes the presidential debate is the electoral 

cooperative which organizes all the debating events by choosing interesting 

themes that will be discussed by the two candidates. Therefore debated themes are 

usually education, health, safety,  environment,  infrastructure,  economics and 

others are concerned about the progress and prosperity of the people especially in 

Indonesia. 
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E. Relevant Study 

In this research, the researcher consider some previous research to support 

this proposal: 

1. Gustini M. Sobarno C. and MitaAmalia R. (2018) on their journal with 

the titled: a Pragmatic Study of Speech as an Instrument of Power: 

Analysis of the 2016 USA Presidential Debate. The result of this journal: 

show that the speakers use the speech act as an instrument of power with 

classifications of representative, commissive and expressive. In this 

regard, the researchers found that the speakers demonstrated their power 

to try to convince the voters in their society to trust them to be the 

president. The research results also showed that the usage of speech in 

debate as an instrument of power can influence the voters especially on 

Election Day. 

2. Tri Yudhistira W. (2017) on their Thesis with the titled: Illoctionary acts 

on Donald Trump inaugural speech. The result of this journal: the 

researcher analyzed illocutionary based on the context that used in every 

speech. Which used descriptive qualitative method by watching in 

inaugural speech of U.S. President Donald Trump with reference to the 

linguistics theories. Researcher used the speech act theory by John 

Rogers Searle and let the other theories to support the thesis. Researchers 

found and analyzed twenty four data of illocutionary acts which were 

used by Donald Trump in his inaugural Speech, those are; thirteen data 
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of representative, two data of directive, four data of commisive, three 

data of expressive, and two data of declaration.  

3. ListyaAnin K. and Febrie Nine N. (2015) on their journal with the titled:  

The analysis of illocutionary acts  in the president Joko Widodo‟s 

speech.The result of this journal: the research used descriptive 

qualitative method was used to analyze the data in this study. Researcher 

used Searle‟s theory for the types of illocutionary acts and used Leech‟s 

theory for the functions of illocutionary acts. Spradley‟s method was 

used to finding the data for this research. The finding showed that there 

are five types of illocutionary acts found in this study: assertive, 

directive, commissive, expressive, and declarative. 
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F. Conceptal Framework 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

A. Research Design 

The data of the study are speech act analysis, which focused on the type of 

illocutionary acts of the 2019 Indonesian presidential candidate debate.Which 

used a qualitative method approach. It means the collection of data was not a 

number, but data in the form of words that come from scientific literature and 

sources of books that support qualitative research. There are a design research that 

was conducted by researchers analyzing the utterances of Indonesian presidential 

candidates, Joko Widodo and Prabowo Subianto in the Indonesian presidential 

debate period 2019-2024. 

 

B. Sources of Data 

The source of the data was taken from the Youtube channel that live on 

tvone news and kompas tv. Especially for the debate of Joko Widodo and Prabowo 

Subianto in Indonesia Presidential  candidate debate, on  the first and second 

debate. The method used  the qualitative method for collecting and analyzing data 

from both candidates. With analysis, the type of illocutionary act included 

representative categories, directives, commissions, expressives, and declarations 

of the Searle‟s Theory. 
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C. The Technique of Collecting the Data 

This research data used documentary techniques to collect data.  

Bogdan (in Sugiono 2018:329) Bogdan said that "In most qualitative research 

traditions, personal document phrases are used extensively to select the first 

person narrative produced by an individual who describes the document of his 

own actions, experiences, and beliefs. There are six procedures for collecting data 

such as the following:  

1. Searching the presidential debate in the youtube channel. 

2. Collecting the debate transcript in youtube 

3. Identifying the kinds of illoctionary acts in the debate transcript. 

4. Categorizing the types of illocutionary actsin utterance by Jokowi and 

Prabowo. In Indonesian presidential debate. 

5. Making the table of the data analysis of illocutionary act presidential 

debate 2019. 

6. Converting into  percentage of illocutionary act. 

 

D. The Technique  analysis data 

The technique analysis data used in Miles and Huberman 2014 as the 

analysis data qualitative doing the interactive and directing in the analysis data, is  

condensation data, display data, conclusion/drawing/verification data. The 

systematic procedure in conducting the analysis are as follows : 
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1.Data condensation 

Data condensation is the process of selecting,  focusing,  simplifying, 

abstracting,  and or transforming the data that appear in the full corpus (body) of 

writen-up field notes, interview transcripts, documents, and other empirical 

materials. By condensing, the researcher making data stronger. In the activity 

there searcher collects all transcripts from the internet. This is the process of 

sorting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and transforming raw 

materials. Researchers  read, study, interpret, and analyze website content one by 

one to get debate transcripts. 

2.Data Display 

The second major low of analysis activity is data display.  A display is an 

organizing,  compresseing assembly of information that a conclusion drawing and 

action. Looking at displays helps the researcher understanding that is happening 

and to do something either analyze further or take action base. In the study, 

researchers identified, clarified, and make a table of the types of illocutionary 

actions by Jokowi and Prabowo Subianto in the Indonesian presidential debate. 

 

3.Drawing and Verifying 

The third analysis activity is conclusion drawing and Conclusions 

verification by Miles and Huberman. From the start of data collection,  the 

qualitative analysis interprets what things mean by noting 

patterns,  explanations,  causal flows,  and propositions. Conclusions are also 

verifying as analyzed process verification may be as bricf as a fleeting second 
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thought crossing the analysis mind during writing,  with a short excursion back to 

the field notes,  or it may be thorough and elaborate,  with lengthy argumentation 

and review  to develop inter  subjective consensus  or with extensave efforts to 

replicate a finding in another data set. In activity, researchers find out the 

dominant type, by calculating the percentage of the most dominant type of 

illocution act tool used in Jokowi and Prabowo Subianto in the presidential 

debate. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATA AND DATA ANALYSIS 

A. Data 

The data of study were collected from channel youtube news 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lCeUC8tacQM&t=3334sfor the first debate 

and https://www.youtobe.com/watch?v=dh841jzeCXY&t=20sfor second debate 

in Indonesia presidential debate 2019 with two candidate Joko Widodo and 

Prabowo Subianto. The data of the illocutionary act were taken from the 

utterances of both candidate and it was analyzed by Searle‟s theory. The sources 

of data was obtained from tvonenews on 18 January, 2019 and from kompastvon 

17 February, 2019. 

Table 4.1 

The Total Number and Percentage The Type of Illocutionary Acts 

NoKinds of Illoctionary Acts         NumberPercentage 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Representative                               32                                  32 % 

Directive      24             24 % 

Commisive      21             21 % 

Expressive                                    13             13 % 

Declarative                                    10            10 % 

Total                                                        100                              100 % 

 

The table above present the total number and percentage of the 

illocutionary act types in the first and second debate of Indonesia election consists 

100 utterances. The data shows all types of illocutionary acts were found, they are 

representative 32 (32%), directive 24 (24%), commisive 21 (21%), expressive 13 

(13%), and declarative 10 (10%).  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lCeUC8tacQM&t=3334s
https://www.youtobe.com/watch?v=dh841jzeCXY&t=20s
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B. Data Analysis  

After collecting the data from youtube, the researcher identified first type 

of illocutionary act using Searle‟s theory. There are five type of illocutionary act: 

representative, directive, commisive, expressive, and declarative.  

1. Representative 

Representative is a statement of facts such as assertions, conclusions, 

descriptions, suggestions, complaining. This type makes the listener believe in 

speaker about something explained by the speaker. Based on the explanation 

about there are some representative utterances from the table of both candidate 

in the debate Indonesia election 2019. 

Table 4.2 Representative utterances 

No Utterances Code 

1 JK: The law must been force dindis criminately.  (R:Inf):1) 

2 JK: The standing law enforcement is part of effort to 

eradicate the KPK that we continue to do through the 

government system.  

(R:Sta):2) 

3 PB: Our vision name is Indonesia winning because we are 

falling now many indicator shows  that if we are in a  

disadvantageous  

condition.  

(R:Des):3) 

4 PB: In this world there are 200 countries around 30 are 

called very heavy, 30 are very unsuccessful and the rest 

are in the middle. And the characteristics of the State have 

succeeded in  

having to be prepared for food, fuel, clean water and also  

government  

institutions must be strong. 

(R:Tel):4 

5 JK: We will combine  legislative functions both in the 

APBN in the legislation directorate general and legislative 

functions that exist in all ministries that we combine with 

the central names of national legislation controlled by the 

president.  

(R:Inf):5) 

6 JK: Secondly we will simplify everything so that if there 

is a direct overlap of plasticity and we can do the interface 

properly.  

(R:Ann):6) 
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7 JK: If there is a corruption suspect detained but that is not 

a violator, it is a legal procedure that must be done.  

(R:Tel):7) 

8 PB: There were village heads in East Java who stated that 

support for us is now being arrested, so I think this is also 

an unfair treatment in my opinion, human rights 

violations.  

(R:Com):8) 

9 JK: When the governor election, I really used the budget 

might be very small. Even though when the governor 

election I did not spend any many at all.  

(R:Ass):9) 

10 PB: How many times have I stated in the public space the 

root of the problem is that the income of the civil servants 

of the bureaucracy is less reality.  

(R:Ann):10) 

11 JK: I disagree with Mr Prabowo, because we know that 

our ASN salary for our current civil servants is sufficient 

with an additional large performance award that is 

important now, in my opinion, bureaucratic downsizing 

then there is a merit system for recruiting the best sons 

and daughters through the merit system.  

(R:Cla):11) 

12 PB: I think a lot of what I discuss from countries that have 

benefits or kinds of things called for performance but 

there are still bureaucracies for the future to be slandered 

by hesitations and unsuccessful getting tempted by offers.  

(R:Des):12) 

13 PB: When I was young I specialized in anti-terrorism, 

which I formed together with Mr. Luhut Panjaitan and the 

anti-terror forces so I understand about HAM.  

(R:Rep):13) 

14 PB: I know that terrorism is often sent from other 

countries and is often made disguised as a terrorist from 

an Islamic solid that is actually controlled by people who 

may not be Muslims.  

(R:Com):14) 

15 JK: Our country has been used as an example of other 

countries in dealing with our terrorism not only through a 

strict law enforcement approach and persuasive measures.  

(R:Sta):15) 

16 PB: A lot of terrorism is an infiltration from outside the 

state of terrorism in my opinion is due to the feeling of 

injustice their despair sees that the treatment is not good 

or is not right to feel hurt so they can be influenced by 

radical notions that lead to violence.  

(R:Tel):16) 

17 PB: The name of the Indonesian women's party is high 

and has a composition of legislative candidates, I think it 

is probably the most from all parties, sir. The law requires 

that 30% of us may already be 40%.  

(R:Rep):17) 

18 JK: I have also formed a KPK committee consisting of 

nine people who are all women and they can choose good 

commissioners.  

(R:Ass):18) 

19 PB: Well, I think it is legitimate, but the community can 

now judge what you were proud of showing something of 

(R:Cla):19) 
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a loss to the interests of the nation.  

20 PB: We open the greatest opportunities for the mother of 

movable women and our most profound supporters in the 

whole of Indonesia.  

(R:Ann):20) 

21 JK: I don't want to talk much, we already understand the 

problems of this nation and know what we have to do.  

(R:Cla):21) 

22 JK: In the future we want to reduce fossil energy  

consumption, so we will use green biodiesel.  

(R:Pre):22) 

23 PB: A country is said to be successful if it can fulfill food 

for people, energy for  people, and water without imports.  

(R:Con):23) 

24 JK: Yes, I think that in the past 4 years, there have been 

built a lot of roads, toll roads, new ports or development, 

and this is what we want to continue to do so that inter-

island connectivity,  

connectivity of provincial districts and cities are truly 

connected.  

(R:Tel):24) 

25 PB: I appreciate the intention of Mr. Jokowi in 

infrastructure development but I also have to convey that 

it is likely that Mr. Jokowi's team is working less 

efficiently, much of the infrastructure is done with 

freezes.  

(R:Dis):25) 

26 PB: And still I am not a pessimist, and I am very 

optimistic that we are able to support the promising 

energy and palm oil sector. we can take advantage of all 

our palm oil products bio diol and bio desel.  

(R:Cla):26) 

27 PB: We have a different strategy view Mr Jokowi and his 

government have attracted and popular for 1-2 generations 

but land is not added but humans have increased by more 

than 3.5 million but if you are proud to share 12.7 but we 

don't have any more land what about the future our 

children and grandchildren.  

(R:Dis):27) 

28 PB: The smallest fishermen the poorest fishermen who 

have the heaviest burden.  

(R:Rep):28) 

29 PB: Mr. Jokowi, as an official, will not import food 

commodities. Many of you import this. This has really hit 

our farmers, sugar cane farmers. whereas you boast that 

production has increased.  

(R:Com):29) 

30 JK: Since 2014 we have imported imports for rice, our 

484 rice production of 21 tons of year. why do we import 

because imports for our reserves for example there is a 

disaster.  

(R:Ann):30) 

31 PB: We want to empower our own economy if we are 

stocked, why do we stock whether our division is 

economical, we fertilizer economy must be for the people 

not the people for the economy.  

(R:Cla):31) 

32 JK: The state needs a firmness and courage, we have (R:Ass):32) 
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dispersed mapia, we manage the majority of oil we take 

freeport 51. we want our country well.  

 

(R):  Representative 

Ass: Asserting Cla: Claiming Pre: Predicting 

Ann: Announcing Des: Describing Rep: Reporting 

Con: Conjecturing Dis: Disaggreing Sta: Stating 

Com: Complaining Inf: Informing Tel:Telling 

 

Based on the table above, there are 12 categories of representative were 

found. Thus can be describe as followed. 

 

1) “The law must be enforced indiscriminately”. (R:Inf):1) 

 

In this  statement, Jokowi informing all people to law enforced without 

indiscriminately. It is categorized into  representative, because he make 

listener believe about something explain by speaker. It is also Informing 

identification, because Jokowi‟s inform the people and explain the law 

must be fair without looking the someone level. 

2) “The standing law enforcement is part of effort to eradicate the KPK that  

we continue to do through the government system”. (R:Sta):2) 

 

Jokowi‟s statement explain about the standing law enforment is to era 

dicate KPK. It is include representative, stating indication. It is 

categorized into  stating identification because he state something for the 

people‟s about eradicate KPK to do through government system and 

make speaker believe about his statement.  

3) “Our vision name is Indonesia winning because we are falling now many 

indicator shows that if we are in a disadvantageous condition”. 

(R:Des):3) 

 

Prabowo‟s  statement explain about their vision is Indonesia winning. It 

is representative because, He explain about the vision. It is describing 
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indication,  because he said  in the  our vision name Indonesia winning 

he is representative to describe the statement. 

4) “In this world there are 200 countries around 30 are called very heavy, 

30 are very unsuccessful and the rest are in the middle. And the 

characteristics of the State have succeeded in having to be prepared for 

food, fuel, clean water and also government institutions must be strong”. 

(R:Tel):4) 

 

Prabowo explainand telling the audience about the variety of world and 

the character of success country especially for Indonesia progressing 

later. This is representative, telling indication. Because in this utterance 

telling  Prabowo‟s explain the success world and telling for audience.  

5) “We will combine legislative functions both in the APBN in the legislation 

directorate general and legislative functions that exist in all ministries 

that we combine with the central names of national legislation controlled 

by the president”. (R:Inf):5) 

 

The statement from  Jokowi,  he wants combine legislative function in 

APBN and informing the people. It is representative, informing 

indication. Because Jokowi‟s explain and inform people about his 

statement about APBN legislation controlled by president.  

6) “Secondly we will simplify everything so that if there is a direct overlap of 

plasticity and we can do the interface properly”. (R:Ann):6) 

 

In this satetement, Jokowi wants to simplify everything in government 

for audience. It is representative because he explain something to 

people believe. It is announcing indication because he explain he will 

simplify everything it is showing the announcing identification.  

7) “If there is a corruption suspect detained but that is not a violator, it is a 

legal procedure that must be done”. (R:Tel):7) 
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The statement of Jokowi, Jokowi answer the statement of  Prabowo 

about corruption and have the legal procedure of law it is 

representative, telling indication. It is categorized into telling 

identification because Jokowi‟s telling information for Prabowo about 

corruption have legal procedure and must be do based on the procedure.  

8) “There were village heads in East Java who stated that support for us is 

now being arrested, so I think this is also an unfair treatment in my 

opinion, human rights violations”. (R:Com):8) 

 

Prabowo said if there some people especially the head of government 

support their can arrasted and it not fair. It is representative, because he 

show the case occur in Indonesia when campaign time. It is 

complaining indication because Prabowo complain with the system of 

government not fair to him, and he also said it is violated human right.  

9) “When the governor election, I really used the budget might be very 

small. Even though when the governor election I did not spend any many 

at all”. (R:Ass):9) 

 

Jokowi said to all audience he not used many budget when governor 

election time. It is representative because he explain something 

situation when governor election, and it is asserting identification, 

because he assert the experience when as the governor he not used the 

budget. 

10) “How many times have I stated in the public space the root of the 

problem is that the income of the civil servants of the bureaucracy is less 

reality”. (R:Ann):10) 

 

Prabowo describe if the problem is the income of the civil not reality 

with the condition. It is representative because it make the speaker 
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believe about the statement, and it is announcing identification because 

he said  for people the root of problem income of civil is less it is 

announcing.  

11) “I disagree with Mr  Prabowo, because we know that our ASN salary for 

our current civil servants is sufficient with an additional large 

performance award that is important now, in my opinion, bureaucratic 

downsizing then there is a merit system for recruiting the best sons and 

daughters through the merit system”. (R:Cla):11) 

 

Jokowi said if he not agree with Prabowo because he said if the ASN 

salary is sufficient. It is representative, claiming identification because 

he not agree with Prabowo if the ASN salary less and claiming Prabowo 

statement.   

12) “I think a lot of what I discuss from countries that have benefits or kinds 

of things called for performance but there are still bureaucracies for the 

future to be slandered by hesitations and unsuccessful getting tempted by 

offers”. (R:Des):12) 

 

Prabowo describing to prevent corruption is to raise bureaucratic salaries 

because many bureaucracies also think about their future. It is 

representative, describing identification because Prabowo‟s statement 

he describe if bureaucratic can tempted by offers to become corrupt 

because he also assured a future later. 

13) “When I was young I specialized in anti-terrorism, which I formed 

together with Mr. Luhut Panjaitan and the anti-terror forces so I 

understand about HAM”. (R:Rep):13) 

 

Prabowo said if still young he is specialize anti terorism with 

LuhutPanjaitan and he understand about HAM. It is representative, 

reportingidentification because he report the people when he young he 

specialize anti terrorism and and understand about HAM.  
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14) “I know that terrorism is often sent from other countries and is often 

made disguised as a terrorist from an Islamic solid that is actually 

controlled by people who may not be Muslims”. (R:Com):14) 

 

Prabowo explain if terrorims often sent from other country but many 

disguised as a terrorist from islam it is broke the name of Islam. It is 

representative, complaining identification because in the Prabowo‟s 

statement he compalain if the terrorism often sent from other country 

and not from muslim people it is can broke the name of Islam. 

15) “Our country has been used as an example of other countries in dealing 

with our terrorism not only through a strict law enforcement approach 

and persuasive measures”. (R:Sta):15) 

 

Jokowi said  if the country used as example from other country to 

dealing terrorism. It is representative because he said the case for the 

people about the country, it is stating identification, because he stating 

people to know if Indonesia used as an example other country to handle 

terrorism with strict law enforcement 

16) “A lot of terrorism is an infiltration from outside the state of terrorism in 

my opinion is due to the feeling of injustice their despair sees that the 

treatment is not good or is not right to feel hurt so they can be influenced 

by radical notions that lead to violence”. (R:tel):16) 

 

Prabowo said many terrorists from outside disguised and if they were in  

Indonesia because he felt injustice to him. It is representative, telling  

identification. 

17) “The name of the Indonesian women's party is high and has a 

composition of legislative candidates, I think it is probably the most 

from all parties, sir. The law requires that 30% of us may already be 

40%”. (R:Rep):17) 
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Prabowo said  for Jokowi and reporting for his, if in the party there are 

also woman because Jokowi said Prabowo‟s candidate did not woman. It 

is representative, reporting indication because Prabowo report about 

the candidate woman‟s, the law require 30 % must  woman and his 

candidate already up to 40 %.  

18) “I have also formed a KPK committee consisting of nine people who are 

all women and they can choose good commissioners”. (R:Ass):18) 

 

Jokowi statement if he have nine minister of woman that have good 

commisioners. It is representative because he infrom the people to 

believe his statement, and it is asserting identification because he 

explain for the people if he make the KPK committee with nine women 

which have good commissioners.  

19) “Well, I think it is legitimate, but the community can now judge what 

you were proud of showing something of a loss to the interests of the 

nation”. (R:Cla):19) 

 

Prabowo said if Jokowi showing something of a loss the nation and 

many harming people. It is represenrative because Prabowo inform 

something with Jokowi, it is claiming identification because in 

Prabowo‟s statement he not agree with Jokowi statement because if the 

proud of Jokowi become a loss of society. 

 

20) “We open the greatest opportunities for Emak-emak  of movable women 

and our most profound supporters in the whole of Indonesia”. 

(R:Ann):20) 

 

The statement of Prabowo.Prabowo informing the audience to make 

opportunities for emak-emak Indonesia. It is representative because he 
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infrom people to open opportunities for emak-emak in the whole of 

Indonesia. It is also announcing identification because Prabowo 

announcing for the people about his statement.  

21) “I don't want to talk much, we already understand the problems of this 

nation and know what we have to do”. (R:Cla):21) 

 

In the statement of Jokowi, he not many talking, he already know the 

problem of Indonesia it is representative, because he infrom people 

about the experience. It is claiming identification, because he claim his 

statement if he know and understand about the problem of Indonesia and 

he did not many express, he explain the statement for Prabowo and the 

society about his experience.  

22) “In the future we want to reduce fossil energy consumption, so we will 

use green biodiesel”. (R:Pre):22) 

 

The statement of Jokowi, Jokowi predicting if in the future want to 

reduce fossil energy and will use green biodiesel. It is representative, 

predicting identification because Jokowi‟s said in the future he want to 

reduce fossil energy and use green biodiesel, he predicting about the 

future of Indonesia. 

23) “A country is said to be successful if it can fulfill food for the people, 

energy for the people, and water without imports”.(R:Con):23)  

 

The statement of Prabowo, Prabowo said if a country to be successful 

without import. It is representative, because he explain about the truth. 

And it is conjecturing identification because in the Prabowo‟s statement 

he said to successful country it must without imports. Prabowo said 
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conjecturing statement to Indonesia be better without import for other 

country.   

24) “Yes, I think that in the past 4 years, there have been built a lot of roads, 

toll roads, new ports or development, and this is what we want to 

continue to do so that inter-island connectivity, connectivity of 

provincial districts and cities are truly connected”. (R:Tel):24) 

 

The statement from Jokowi. Jokowi said if in the past 4 years there had 

been a lot of infrastructure built such as roads. It is representative, 

because Jokowi‟s explain the experience in the four years ago. It is 

telling identification because Jokowi telling for the people about the 

built of road to connectivity of provincial districts for one province to 

other province in Indonesia.  

25) “I appreciate the intention of Mr. Jokowi in borrowing infrastructure 

development but I also have to convey that it is likely that Mr. Jokowi's 

team is working less efficiently, much of the infrastructure is done with 

freezes”. (R:Dis):25) 

 

The statement of Prabowo, Prabowo said if the Jokowi team worked less 

efficiently and irregularly. It is representative because Prabowo explain 

about the case statement to believe the people. And it is disagreeing 

identification, because in the statement of Prabowo‟s he said if  Jokowi‟s 

team work not efficiency, Prabowo‟s  not agree with Jokowi team work.  

26) “And still I am not a pessimist, and I am very optimistic that we are able 

to support the promising energy and palm oil sector. we can take 

advantage of all our palm oil products bio diol and bio desel”. 

(R:Cla):26) 

 

The statement of Prabowo, Prabowo claiming the statement of Jokowi if  
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he not pesimistist he can take advantage palm oil product for bio diol 

and bio desel. It is representative also claiming identification, because 

Prabowo claim the statement of Jokowi if he is pesimistist.  

27) “We have a different strategy view that Mr Jokowi and his government 

have attracted and popular for 1-2 generations but land is not added but 

humans have increased by more than 3.5 million but if you are proud to 

share 12.7 but we don't have any more land what about the future our 

children and grandchildren”. (R:Dis):27) 

 

The statement of Prabowo, Prabowo not agree with Jokowi statement he  

said land not added but human can added and how about the future 

children and grandchildren in Indonesia. It representative, because 

Prabowo explain about his argument. It is disaggreing identification 

because in the sentence Prabowo said he have a differential strategies 

with Jokowi if land not added but the human can increase every year and 

he think about the children in the future he not agree with Jokowi‟s 

statement.  

28) “The smallest fishermen the poorest fishermen who have the heaviest 

burden”. (R:Rep):28) 

 

The statement of Prabowo, he said if the poorset fisherment who have 

the problem and the heaviest burden. It is representative because he 

explain about the truth of a fisherman. It is reporting identification  

because Prabowo report the information for the people about the 

fisherman based on his experience in Indonesia if the poor fisherman 

which the heaviest burden and have problem of money.  

29) “Mr. Jokowi, as an official, will not import food commodities. Many of 

you import this. This has really hit our farmers, sugar cane farmers. 

Whereas you boast that production has increased”. (R:Com):29) 
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The statement of Prabowo, Prabowo complaining for Jokowi as the head  

of government many import food it is make loss for farmers. It is 

representative, complaining identification because in the Prabowo‟s 

statement he said if as the head of government Jokowi many import 

when Jokowi‟s boast the production has increase is not reality with the 

situation. Prabowo‟s give complain for Jokowi.  

30)  “Since 2014 we have imported imports for rice, our 484 rice production 

of 21 tons of rice for year. why do we import because imports for our 

reserves for example there is a disaster”. (R:Ann):30) 

 

The statement of Jokowi, Jokowi said the reason he import because for 

reserves and to keep if there is a disaster. It is representative, 

announcing identification because in the sentence Jokowi said since 

2014 the production of rice 484, 21 tons for year he announce the people 

the about the rice‟s production and the reason of import because to 

reserve if there are disaster in Indonesia.  

31) “We want to empower our own economy if we are stocked, why do we 

stock whether our division is economical, we fertilizer economy must be 

for the people not the people for the economy”. (R:Cla):31) 

 

The statement of Prabowo, he claiming Jokowi statement should we not 

import if we give excess stock for fertilizer for farmers it is can increase 

economic growth. It is representative because Prabowo explain about 

his argument for people. It is claiming identification because Prabowo 

claim the statement of Jokowi‟s if there are many production rice in 

Indonesia why must import. Prabowo said Jokowi‟s should save the 

money to increase and improve the Indonesia economic. 
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32) “The state needs a firmness and courage, we have dispersed mapia, we 

manage the majority of oil we take freeport 51. we want our country 

well”. (R:Ass):32) 

 

The statement of Jokowi, Jokowi said if not easy to manage the country 

need firmness and courage. It is representative, asserting identification. 

It is categorized into this type because Jokowi‟s assert information for all 

people if not easy to manage the government and he already take 

Freeport 51 % he inform for the society to believe and know of occur in 

Indonesia.  

 

2. Directive 

Directive is statement of a conversation to make listeners do 

something such as ordering, advising, recommending, inviting, and 

suggestion. This type make the listener to do something, the speaker 

produces several effects through the act of the listener to do something or 

the instruction from the speaker. Based on the explanation about there are 

24 directive utterances from Joko Widodo and Prabowo Subianto. These 

utterances were categorized on the tables below. 

 

Table 4.3 Directive utterances 

No Utterances Code 

33 JK: Our police must be vigilant about the threat of 

terrorism. The government continues to work hard 

through strict legal approaches that are persuasive through 

religious, economic, and social guidance.  

(Di:Req):33) 

34 PB: The estuary problem in our opinion, we have to 

enough money to ensure the quality of life in all officers 

who have the competence to make decisions.  

(Di:Reg):34) 

35 PB: For that we must master the economic resources of 

the Indonesian people, our main strategy, we believe that 

(Di:Adv):35) 
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with our clean and strong institutions we can enforce legal 

certainty for all.  

36 PB: Obviously the reality now overlaps with accumulating 

so many regulations that there needs to be experts to help 

the government accelerate this problem all.  

(Di:Pro):36) 

37 JK: Law enforcement that violates the law it have a 

mechanism that we will take. Pre-trial, for example, 

should not be contested between law enforcement and 

human rights.  

(Di:Sug):37) 

38 PB: We want to ask that you have ruled for more than 4.5 

years, which you find there is a feeling in the community 

that sometimes the apparatus is biased.  

(Di:Ask):38) 

39 JK: I invite yours to maintain ukhuwah islamiyah, 

ukhuwah fatanah, because brotherly union is the nation‟s 

greatest asset.  

(Di:Inv):39) 

40 PB: I think an executive head of government who really 

intends to improve it is that we dare to make 

breakthroughs so that the income of public officials is 

very large. 

(Di:Ord):40 

41 JK: Recruitment must be based on competency rather than 

financial and not nepotism, therefore officials, 

bureaucracy, recruitment continue to be carried out in a 

simple and standard transparant manner.  

(Di:Off):41) 

42 JK: We hope we can cut money politics, bribery, 

corruption, and we can get public officials who have 

integrity who have good capacity.  

(Di:Pro):42) 

43 JK: Strong internal oversight is very important and also 

external, both from the public, both from the media, both 

from the state civil apparatus commission, it is important 

for internal supervision to improve the improvement of 

clean bureaucracy, thank you.  

(Di:ord):43) 

44 PB: We have stopped terrorism and for that Indonesia our 

country must be strong and we must have a field of life 

that should not depend on other nations.  

(Di:Off):44) 

45 PB: We have to detect beforeterrorism happens, don't 

wait, this needs investment, I feel that this is not anyone's 

fault, maybe there are too many governments. 

(Di:Adv):45) 

46 PB: Do not only the women we adopt, we are proud, must 

be women, but also capable and pro-people and also 

women who share policies that do not harm the people, 

this is the problem.  

(Di:Def):46) 

47 JK: Law must be able to provide certainty to investment 

and the business world and the law are also not selective. 

Jokowi said to all institution must be flat all levels of 

society without selective cutting.  

(Di:Reg):47) 

48 PB: I wants to ask how you have been in charge for 4 (Di:Ask):48) 
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years, so what are you waiting for actually what can be 

done immediately so that it doesn't happen as you fear.  

49 JK: It remains true that our government wants 

everything just to be easy.  

(Di:Sug):49) 

50 JK: And we also want to reduce plastic waste in rivers and 

in the sea.  

(Di:Ord):50) 

51 PB: We must stand on our own feet. We have to be self-

sufficient in food, self-sufficiency in energy, self-

sufficiency in water, so that we can survive as a nation 

now says that these are the three main problems 

measuring the success of a country.  

(Di:Ins):51) 

52 JK: The need for farmers to be introduced to a market 

place so that they can sell online so that the relationship 

between farmers and consumers is getting closer. 

(Di:Adv):52) 

53 PB: Back to my commitment to uphold a clean 

government and not cooperate with violators who pollute 

the environment.  

(Di:Ins):53) 

54 JK: The sea is the economic future of the Indonesian 

people in 4 years we have been chasing 7000 illegal 

foreign vessels that do illegal fishing and 480 ships that 

we burn and sink.  

(Di:For):54) 

55 JK: For fishermen who have 10 weights do not need to 

have a permit but 10 weights 10 and above have been 

given permission.  

(Di:Per):55) 

56 JK: I want those problems to include my energy and enter 

the fishermen's micro bank.  

(Di:Pro):56) 

 

(Di):  Directive 

Adv: Advising                    Inv: Inviting Per: Permitting 

Ask: Asking Ins: Insisting Pro: Propose 

Def: Defying Ord: Ordering Reg: Requesting 

For: Forbidding Off: Offering Sug: Suggestion 

 

From the table above, there are 12 categories of directive were found. The 

categorization can be describes as followed.  

 

33) “Our police must be vigilant about the threat of terrorism. The government 

continues to work hard through strict legal approaches that are persuasive 

through religious, economic, and social guidance”. (Di:Req):33) 

 

The statement from Jokowi,he make request to police must be vigilant to 

threat terrorism, it is to make listeners do something from the speaker  and  

into  categorized directive, requesting indication because the statement of 
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Jokowi showing offering sentence he said our police must be vigiliant 

about terrorism.  

34) “The estuary problem in our opinion, we have to enough money to ensure 

the quality of life in all officers who have the competence to make 

decisions”. (Di:Reg):34) 

 

In  the Prabowo statement describe, the estuary problem must be resolving 

for Indonesia society. It is directive because Prabowo‟s statement he want 

to achieve the goal about the estuary problem in Indonesia. It is 

requesting indication because Prabowo‟s statement he want to said to 

solve the estuary problem in Indonesia with ensure the quality of life in all 

officier with competence. He offering all people to believe about his 

opinion. 

35) “For that we must master the economic resources of the Indonesian 

people, our main strategy, we believe that with our clean and strong 

institutions we can enforce legal certainty for all”. (Di:Adv):35) 

 

Prabowo said he want people must master for economic as main strategy 

for Indonesia clean and strong. It is directive, advising indication. It is 

categorized into advising  because in Prabowo‟s statement he said we must  

have master of economic and advice people to do something for Indonesia 

clean and strong institutions.  

36) “Obviously the reality now overlaps with accumulating so many 

regulations that there needs to be the help of experts to help the 

government accelerate this problem all”. (Di:Pro):36) 

 

Prabowo said a lot of overlap piling up for that legal assistance is need.It 

isdirective, because he instruction the people to future situation. It  is 
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propose indication  because Prabowo want to propose the overlaps in 

Indonesia and must be help to solve the problem.  

37) “Law enforcement that violates the law it have a mechanism that we will 

take Pre-trial, for example, should not be contested between law 

enforcement and human rights”. (Di:Sug):37) 

 

Jokowi said ifthe law enforcement have a mechanism and want Prabowo 

to constested between law enforcement and human rights. It is directive, 

suggestionindication  because in Jokowi‟s statement he said we should not 

be contested between law enforcement and human rights because law have 

a mechanism.  

38) “We want to ask that you have ruled for more than 4.5 years, which you 

find there is a feeling in the community that sometimes the apparatus is 

biased”. (Di:Ask):38) 

 

Prabowo said want to ask because there is feeling in society which 

sometimes the apparatus is biased. It is directive because Prabowo‟s 

statement make the people to do something. It is asking indication because 

Prabowo‟s statement we want to ask for Jokowi, and asking something for 

Jokowi. 

39) “I invite yours to maintain ukhuwahislamiyah, ukhuwahfatanah, because 

brotherhood union is the nation‟s greatest asset”. (Di:Inv):39) 

 

Jokowisaid to invite all people to maintain ukhuwashilayah, 

ukhuwahfatanah. It is directivebecause Jokowi statement he make the 

people to do and make something for his statement. It is inviting 

indication because in Jokowi‟s statement he invite people to maintain 

Islamiyah to brotherhood nations asset. 
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40) “I think an executive head of government who really intends to improve it 

is that we dare to make breakthroughs so that the income of public 

officials is very large”. (Di:Ord):40) 

 

Prabowo said if the head of government must make breakthroughs of 

public officials. It is include directive, because Prabowo said something to 

the people. It is ordering indication because the Prabowo‟s statement he 

said as a executive head of government or the president must brave to 

make the something to change Indonesia be better in future, he ordering 

Jokowi to make breakthroughs.  

41) “Recruitment must be based on competency rather than financial and not 

nepotism, therefore officials, bureaucracy, recruitment continue to be 

carried out in a simple and standard transparant manner”. (Di:Off):41) 

 

Jokowi said if recruitment must be on competency not using financial he 

offering all people to transparant it is directive, make the people to make 

something. It is offering indication because in Jokowi‟s statement  

recruitment must be based on competency he offering people to make 

recruitment transparant in Indonesia without looking the financial.  

42) “We hope we can cut money politics, bribery, corruption, and we can get 

public officials who have integrity who have good capacity”. (Di:Pro):42) 

 

Jokowi statement he said he can cut money politics in Indonesia to have 

good capacity is directive, propose indication. It is categorized into this 

type  because in Jokowi‟s statement he hope he can cut money politics to 

eradicate corruption in Indonesia. 

43) “Strong internal oversight is very important and also external, both from 

the public, both from the media, both from the state civil apparatus 

commission, it is important for internal supervision to improve the 

improvement of clean bureaucracy, thank you”. (Di:Ord):43) 
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Jokowi said if the internal and external from all aspect is important to 

improve clean bureaucracy. It is directive, ordering because Jokowi 

instruction all people if strong internal and external very important to 

improve the clean bureaucracy.  

44) “We have stopped terrorism and for that Indonesia our country must be 

strong and we must have a field of life that should not depend on other 

nations”. (Di:Off):44) 

 

Prabowo said that our country must be strong and must not depend on 

other nations. It is directive, offering identification  because in Prabowo‟s 

statement  he offering people to do something for Indonesia  not depend 

and influence with another country, and the country must strong to stop 

terrorism. 

45) “We have to detect before terrorism happens, don't wait, this needs 

investment, I feel that this is not anyone's fault, maybe there are too many 

governments”. (Di:Adv):45) 

 

Prabowo  said if we must detection before there are terrorism and may not 

be complacent it is directive, because Prabowo‟s statement he instruct the 

people to detect before terrorism happening in Indonesia. It is advising 

identification because the statement of Prabowo‟s he advice people to 

detecting terrorism before happens, don't wait, we must make action for 

Indonesia. and it is advising act.  

46) “Do not only the women we adopt, we are proud, must be women, but also 

capable and pro-people and also women who share policies that do not 

harm the people, this is the problem”. (Di:Def):46) 

 

The statement of  Prabowo, he  tell with Jokowi not to be proud if there 

are woman but also must be pro-people and defend their own people. It is 
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directive, defying identification because Prabowo said for Jokowi‟s 

statement opposes not only proud but also the woman must care and not 

harm for the people. 

47) “Law must be able to provide certainty to investment and the business 

world and the law are also not selective. Jokowi said to all institution must 

be flat all levels of society without selective cutting”. (Di:Reg):47) 

 

The statement of Jokowi, Jokowi requesting with all people if law must 

provide to investment and the business It is directive, requesting 

identification  because Jokowi want and make request for people if law 

must be able to provide investment and business world and law must be 

falt to all society without selective cutting. 

48) “I wants to ask how you have been in charge for 4 years, so what are you 

waiting for actually what can be done immediately so that it doesn't 

happen as you fear”. (Di:Ask):48) 

 

The statement of Prabowo, he want asking from Jokowi what already he 

do in 4 years. It is directive, because Prabowo to do something for Jokowi 

to answer his questions. It is asking identification because in Prabowo‟s 

statement he want to asking about how Jokowi‟s have been charge for 4 

years as the head of government.  

49) “It remains true that our government wants everything just to be easy”. 

(Di:Sug):49)  

 

The statement of Jokowi, Jokowi said if he want everything in Indonesia 

to be easy and he want the Indonesia do simply its directive. It is 

suggestion identification because in Jokowi‟s statement he want 

government in Indonesia just to be easy he suggestion people to do 

something with simply because he not want to complicate. 
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50) “And we also want to reduce plastic waste in rivers and in the sea”. 

(Di:Ord):50) 

 

The statement of Jokowi, he said if he want reduce plastic waste in river 

and sea, jokowi ordering society in Indonesia do not throwing plastic. It is 

directive, ordering identification because jokowi want the society in 

Indonesia reduce plastic which will reduce pollution in river and sea.  

51) “We must stand on our own feet. We have to be self-sufficient in food, 

self-sufficiency in energy, self-sufficiency in water, so that we can survive 

as a nation now says that these are the three main problems measuring the 

success of a country”. (Di:Ins):51) 

 

The statement of Prabowo, Prabowo inform and make insisting for all 

society to stand alone in the feet not depend with other country. It is 

directive, insisting identification because in Prabowo‟s statement he said 

we must stand on our feet and it is can survive the success of the country. 

He want the people Indonesia not depend to other country and must stand 

on own feet.  

52) “The need for farmers to be introduced to a market place so that they can 

sell online so that the relationship between farmers and consumers is 

getting closer”.(Di:Adv):52) 

 

The statement of Jokowi, Jokowi advising the farmer to be introduced 

about market place and understand online sell. It is directive, because 

Jokowi want Indonesia farmers understand about market place. It is  

advising identification, because Jokowi said he want make relationship 

geeting closer between farmers and consumers with introduce about 

market place so they can selling the product with online. 

53) “Back to my commitment to uphold a clean government and not cooperate 

with violators who pollute the environment”. (Di:Ins):53) 
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The statement of Prabowo, he said the commitment to make a clean 

government and get violation sanction who make pollute in Indonesia. It is 

directive, insisting identification because in the statement of Prabowo he 

said back to his commitment to uphold a clean government. He make 

something for all society to make clean government in Indonesia and get 

sanctions for people who make pollution. 

54) “The sea is the economic future of the Indonesian people in 4 years we 

have been chasing 7000 illegal foreign vessels that do illegal fishing and 

480 ships that we burn and sink”. (Di:For):54) 

 

The statement of Jokowi is directive because he said something for people 

about the situation if in 4 years his government he have been chase 7000 

illegal foreign and 480 illegal fishing. It is forbidding identification 

because in Jokowi‟s statement he said burn and sink illegal ship foreign if 

entering Indonesia territory. 

55) “For fishermen who have 10 weights do not need to have a permit but 10 

weights above have been given permission”. (Di:Per):55) 

 

The stament of Jokowi, he make the permitting for the fisherman that have 

10 weights. It is directive, because Jokowi said something for people to 

know about information and to do something about his statement. It is  

permitting identification  because in Jokowi‟s statement he said he have a 

permit for fisherman.  

56) “I want those problems to include my energy and enter the fishermen's 

micro bank”. (Di:Pro):56) 

 

The statement of Jokowi, he said if there are problem of fisherman he can  
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handle and enter in the fisherman micro bank. It is directive, propose 

identification  because Jokowi statement he want entering the fisherman 

micro bank and propose his energy if there are problem of fishermans. It is 

propose identification.  

3. Commisive 

Commisive are the kinds of speech acts that the speaker uses to commit  some 

future actions, they reveal what the speaker means, such as promises, 

offerings, guarantees, and volunteering. In this type of say something in the 

future when the speakers deliver his promise to the listener. Here the 

commisives utterances from Joko Widodo and Prabowo Subianto. 

Table 4.4  

Commisive Utterances 

No Utterances Code 

57 JK: Our vision is Indonesia progressing, offering 

optimism and a reasonable of the future.  

(C:Pro):57) 

58 JK: So our choices for progressing Indonesia such as 

access, land, various services for education, capital, 

development, are the most basic human rights.  

(C:Pro):58) 

59 JK: We remain committed to resolving this human rights 

problem and to guarantee these matters the State must 

support by a fair legal system.  

(C:Con):59) 

60 PB: In our opinion the problem must be rooted in the root 

of the problem, we must examine our judge so well that 

he will not be affected.  

(C:Int):60) 

61 PB:  I think that is our determination of justice for all 

safety for all prosperity for all.  

(C:Gua):61) 

62 PB: We will work on the national legal development 

agency, we will strengthen the best legal experts to do 

synchronization.  

(C:Vol):62) 

63 PB: Therefore, I will arrange all law enforcement 

officials, I will instruct I will emphasize that there should 

be no discrimination against ethnicity, any ethnic 

religion.  

(C:Com):63) 

64 PB: If I lead the Republic of Indonesia to improve the 

quality of life of all bureaucracies with reality then ask 

money from me, I will increase the rational level, which 

(C:Wis):64) 
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is now at 10% or even lower.  

65 PB: Previously I mentioned the Attorney General's 

Office, the police, if we will strengthen it for us in the 

regions in our provinces we will increase the number of 

members we have to become enforcers in republic of 

Indonesia.  

(C:Vow):65) 

66 PB: strongly support every attempt to radicalize 

education for that Prabowo Sandi when leading the 

government we will really invest heavily in education, 

health to help the lowest and poorest people.  

(C:Int):66) 

67 JK: will make revisions to laws that hinder the 

development of UkM.  

(C:Pro):67) 

68 JK: Jokowi Amin will put the risk on his office and 

remedies we use all the authority we have for the repair 

of the country. Enough we want to work.  

(C:Int):68) 

69 PB: We will empower the development of national law, 

we will strengthen with the best legal experts.  

(C:Vol):69) 

70 PB: We are determined to stop leakage. we will increase 

the ratio, we believe this country is very rich but our 

wealth flows out of the other country.  

(C:Pro):70) 

71 PB: If we are in power, god willing, can be mandated by 

the people, we will guarantee that food is available at 

affordable prices for all Indonesian people and we will 

ensure that farmers, breeders, fishermen, fishermen must 

receive adequate income, that is our commitment. 

(C:Gua):71) 

72 PB:We will also immediately reduce the price of 

electricity, the price of staple foods and we will prepare 

fertilizer in the amount in which we need to prepare it to 

the farmers.  

(C:Vow):72) 

73 PB: Our strategy, we will work on palm oil, palm sugar, 

ethanol and sugar we will use all so that we do not import 

all the ingredients from abroad that is our strategy.  

(C:Com):73) 

74 PB: I think we are the same as we are the same to 

eradicate environmental violations.  

(C:Ref):74) 

75 PB: Our present country will make special laws in the 

field of lut and fisheries and organize fishermen trained 

with technology given access to tools, capital per person 

and marketing assisted by the government.  

(C:Vow):75) 

76 JK: I will use all the power of authority that I have 

nothing that I fear for the national interest, the people and 

the country there is nothing that I fear except Allah swt  

(C:Con):76) 

77 PB: We have another philosophy and strategy. We hold 

to the philosophy of justice that generates prosperity. We 

hold that the government must be fair, detailed, thorough, 

strict, active to correct inequality.  

(C:Gua):77) 
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(C)  : Commisive 

Com: Commiting                            Int: Intending Vol: Volunteering 

Con : Convincing Pro: Prommising Vow: Vowing 

Gua : Guaranteeing Ref: Refusing Wis : Wishing 

 

Based on the table above, there are 9 caregories of commisive were found. 

The expression utterance were describe as follow. 

 

57) “Our vision is Indonesia progressing, offering optimism and a reasonable 

of the future”. (C:Pro):57) 

 

In this statement from Jokowi.Jokowi said with Indonesia society to 

offering progressing, optimsm, reasonable future to Indonesia it is name of 

commisive, because the speaker used to commit some future action. It is 

promissing indication because in Jokowi‟s statement there are word  

future for Indonesia, he want make promising to Indonesia people for 

make Indonesia progressing.  

58) “So our choices for progressing Indonesia such as access, land, various 

services for education, capital, development, are the most basic human 

rights”. (Com:Pro):58) 

 

The statement from Jokowi. He said they want progressing Indonesia and 

development the most basic human right he used to commit some future to 

Indonesia is commisive, prommising indication. It is categorized into 

promising  identification because Jokowi‟s statement talking about 

promise to make Indonesia progressing for access, land, education, capital 

and the most of basic human right he promise for Indonesia people.  

59) “We remain committed to resolving this human rights problem and to 

guarantee these matters the State must support by a fair legal system”. 

(C:Con):59) 
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Jokowi statement want remain to resolving the human right and supporting 

a fail legal system  is commisive, because Jokowi say about the future 

action. It is convincing indication because he want convince the people 

about the statement if he want commitment to resolve the human right 

problem and support by a fair legal system. 

60) “In our opinion the problem must be rooted in the root of the problem, we 

must examine our judge so well that he will not be affected”. (C:Int):60) 

 

The statement form Prabowo, he intending the problem must be root and 

the judge so well. It also commisive, because he commit the future action 

for the society. It is intending indication because Prabowo want make the 

judge must be better for Indonesia and not affected for other people. 

61) “I think that is our determination of justice for all safety for all prosperity 

for all”. (C:Gua):61) 

 

In this stamen Prabowo said the guarantess self to make Indonesia safety, 

justice prosperity for all. It is commisive because commit something for 

someone and guaranteeing indication  because in Prabowo‟s statement he 

said want justice and safety for all  society in Indonesia, whether it is 

upper class, middle class, or lower class.  

62) “We will work on the national legal development agency, we will 

strengthen the best legal experts to do synchronization”. (C:Vol):62) 

 

The statement of Prabowo said the people to make legal development 

agency for the law of Indonesia is commisive, because Prabowo make 

some future action for people. It is volunteering indication because 

Prabowo‟s promise he will work in the national legal development and 

will the best legal expert for people.  
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63) “Therefore, I will arrange all law enforcement officials, I will instruct I 

will emphasize that there should be no discrimination against ethnicity, 

any ethnic religion”. (C:Com):63) 

 

Prabowo said he will arrange all law enforcement for all society in 

Indonesia is commisive, because he say something for the future. It is 

commiting indication because he will commitment to arrange all law 

enforcement official and there are not discrimination any ethnic religion.  

64) “If I lead the Republic of Indonesia to improve the quality of life of all 

bureaucracies with reality then ask money from me, I will increase the 

rational level, which is now at 10% or even lower”. (C:Wis):64) 

 

The statement of Prabowo is commisive,because he said if he leading in 

Indonesia he will improve the quality life of all bureaucracies with reality 

he wishing with all people. It is wishing identification because Prabowo‟s 

statement wish if he lead in Indonesia he can the rational level, which is 

now at 10% or even lower. 

65) “Previously I mentioned the Attorney General's Office, the police, if we 

will strengthen it for us in the regions in our provinces we will increase the 

number of members we have to become enforcers in republic of 

Indonesia”. (C:Vow):65) 

 

The statementent of Prabowo, he said he want Increase alllaw institution in 

republic Indonesia it commisive, vowing identification. This is 

categorized into comissive vowing identification because he mentioned he 

will strengthen the region and province and increase all law institution he 

vowing will enforcer in republic of Indonesia. 

66) “Strongly support every attempt to radicalize education for that Prabowo 

Sandi when leading the government we will really invest heavily in 

education, health to help the lowest and poorest people”. (C:Int):66) 
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Prabowo said if he leading the government he will help the lowest and 

poorest people. It is commisive, intending identification. Why it is 

intending because the prabowo‟s statement he said he can strongly support 

education for Indonesia and intend to invest education and health to help 

the lowest and poorest people.  

67) “I will make revisions to laws that hinder the development of UKM”. 

(C:Pro):67) 

 

Jokowi promise for all society to make law revisions to development 

UKM. It is commisive, because he say something to future action. It is 

prommising identification because Jokowi said he will make law 

revisions and development UKM for the society effort. 

68) “Jokowi Amin will put the risk on his office and remedies we use all the 

authority we have for the repair of the country. Enough we want to work”. 

(C:Int):68) 

 

Jokowi and Amin said if they want to work with their heart to Indonesia. It 

is commisive, intending identification because in Jokowi‟s statement he 

said he will do everything for Indonesia with their power and he intend if 

their want to work to manage Indonesia be better.  

69) “We will empower the development of national law, we will strengthen 

with the best legal experts”. (C:Vol):69) 

 

Prabowo said if they want empower to devlopment national law with best 

legal expert for Indonesia. It is commissive, volunteering identification 

because he say volunteering action to will empower and will strength then 

with the best law legal expert for Indonesia people to safe and secure. 
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70) “We are determined to stop leakage. we will increase the ratio, we believe 

this country is very rich but our wealth flows out of the other country”. 

(C:Pro):70) 

 

The statement of Prabowo, Prabowo said if he will increase the ratio for 

the country it is commisive, because he make promise for the people. It is 

promising identification Prabowo‟s said he will increase the ratio and will 

protecting Indonesia wealth‟s so not entering in other country. He promise 

to keep and safe the wealth of Indonesia.  

71) “If we are in power, God willing, can be mandated by the people, we will 

guarantee that food is available at affordable prices for all Indonesian 

people and we will ensure that farmers, breeders, fishermen, fishermen 

must receive adequate income, that is our commitment”. (C:Gua):71) 

 

The statement of Prabowo, Prabowo said if they are get mandate from 

people they will guarantee food available for Indonesia. It is commisive, 

guaranteeing because in the Prabowo‟s statement he said he will 

guarantee for food is available at affordable prices for all Indonesian 

people and it is his commitment. 

72) “We will also immediately reduce the price of electricity, the price of 

staple foods and we will prepare fertilizer in the amount in which we need 

to prepare it to the farmers”. (C:Vow):72) 

 

The statement of Prabowo, Prabowo vowing he will immediately price of 

electricity, and the price of food. It is commisive, because he said the 

future action with the society. It is vowing identification because the 

meaning statement he will  reduce electricity prices and the cost of food it 

is vowing statement because he want explain about his vision for the 

society in Indonesia.  
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73) “Our strategy, we will work on palm oil, palm sugar, ethanol and sugar we 

will use all so that we do not import all the ingredients from abroad that is 

our strategy”. (C:Com):73) 

 

The statement from Prabowo, Prabowo said want make all ingredients 

from Indonesia and not import things in another country is commisive, 

because Prabowo‟s statement he bring the word to future action. It is 

commiting  identification because Prabowo‟s said his startegy he will the 

things product made by Indonesia and he not import all ingredients from 

other country it is his comitment. 

74) “I think we are the same as we are the same to eradicate environmental 

violations”. (C:Ref):74) 

 

The statement of Prabowo, Prabowo said he same with Jokowi refuse and 

eradicate people who will damage the environment in Indonesia. It is 

commisive, refusing identification because Prabowo and Jokowi said he 

can eradicate people that make environment and it refusing people because 

they said we must safe the environment. 

75) “Our present country will make special laws in the field of fisheries and 

organize fishermen trained with technology given access to tools, capital 

per person and marketing assisted by the government”. (C:Vow):75) 

 

The statement of Prabowo, he said he will make special law for fishermen 

and give derection for them. It is commisive, vowing identification 

because in Prabowo‟s statement he said he will make special law for 

society in Indonesia and it is vowing identification because Prabowo 

explain one of vision for Indonesia be better  in future.  

76) “I will use all the power of authority that I have nothing that I fear for the 

national interest, the people and the country there is nothing that I fear 

except Allah swt”. (C:Con):76) 
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The statement of Jokowi, Jokowi convinving the people as the head of 

government is not easy he will do everything for the country and not fear 

with anything. It is commisive, convincing identification because Jokowi 

convince people about the vision and make people believe of his 

statement.  

77) “We have another philosophy and strategy. We hold to the philosophy of 

justice that generates prosperity. We hold that the government must be 

fair, detailed, thorough, strict, active to correct inequality”. (C:Gua):77) 

 

The statement of Prabowo, he said he hold the government must be fair, 

through, and active he guaranteeing people if he become a president. It is 

commissive, guaranteeing identification because the statement of 

Prabowo‟s he said he will make fair, detail, active to correct inequality for 

Indonesia he guaranteeing people with his vision. 

4. Expressive 

Expressive is the act of talking, this type is expressing functions, or to make 

understanding for listeners what is expressing by the speaker in a variety of 

propositional content, such as congratulating, apologizing, forgiving, blaming, 

and praising. Below are the expressive utterances. Found in the debates.  

 

Table 4.5 Expressive Utterances 

No Utterance Code 

78 JK: Don‟t accusing like that Mr. Prabowo because this 

country is a legal procedure for the state law and have a 

legal mechanism.  

(E:Bla):78) 

79 JK: Do we not grudgingly convey something such as Mr. 

Prabowo said he was persecuted, battered then a press 

conference together finally what happened turned out to be 

plastic surgery.  

(E:Sar):79) 
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80 JK: Sorry Mr. Prabowo I did not accuse if your party is 

corruption.  

(E:Par):80) 

81 PB: So I will not be proud just because she is a woman if 

she is a woman but does not defend her own people, I don't 

think I need to be proud.  

(E:Cri):81) 

82 JK: We did not cut off the tractor or the authoritarian 

officer, we did not stop the human rights violating the 

human rights, we did not even commit violence. 

(E:Sar):82) 

83 JK: I respect the Chair person of the KPU along with the 

commissioners, the chair person of thebawaslu and 

thecommissioners. Respecmy good friend Mr. Prabowo 

Subianto. All Indonesian people which I love.  

(E:Wel):83) 

84 JK: And I say thank you for the corn farmers we remember 

in two thousand and fourteen we still import three point 

five million tons of corn in two thousand eighteen we only 

import one hundred and eighty thousand tons of corn.  

(E:Tha):84) 

85 PB:   The main problem of our nation is that our wealth 

does not live in our republic. This is not anyone's fault, it is 

wrong for all of us as a nation because of that I invite you 

to let us together to find solutions to problems.  

(E:Reg):85) 

86 PB: I appreciate what Mr Joko Widodo has done in the 

field of infrastructure he has worked hard.  

(E:Pra):86) 

87 PB: Infrastructure must be for the people not the people for 

infrastructure, infrastructure cannot only be for 

monuments. But not utilized. 

(E:Dep):87) 

88 PB: We see now in the last-world reports of the last bank 

that it is actually saying that it is almost not plasticity of 

our economic growth in real terms.  

(E:Cri):88) 

89 JK: Mr Prabowo looks forward to being less optimistic. If I 

look at the human resources that I convey, I believe we can 

welcome the 4.0 industry with optimism.  

(E:Sar):89) 

90 PB: I also ask for permission to land that I control but the 

state and for my country are willing to give it, but rather 

than for foreigners I better manage it because I am 

idealistic and patriotism.  

(E:Apo):90) 

 

(E)  : Expressive 

Apo: Apologizing                       Par: Pardoning Tha: Thanking 

Bla : Blambing Pra : Praising Wel: Welcoming 

Cri : Critize                        Reg: Regretting  

Dep: Deploring Sar : Sarcastically  

 

Based on the table above, there are 10 categories of expressive, The 

expression utterance were describes as followed. 
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78) “Don‟t accusing like that Mr. Prabowo because this country is a legal 

procedure for the state law and have a legal mechanism”. (E:Bla):78) 

 

Jokowi statement, Jokowi said for Prabowo don‟t accusing because the 

country in Indonesia have legal procedure. It is expressive, because he 

express word make understanding for listener to know something. It is 

blambing identification because in Jokowi‟s statement he said don‟t 

accusing it mean the blambing identification.  

79) “Do we not grudgingly convey something such as Mr. Prabowo said he was 

persecuted, battered then a press conference together finally what 

happened turned out to be plastic surgery”. (E:Sar):79) 

 

Jokowi statement said if we not grudiginly to convey something like 

Prabowo when the case of Ratna Sarumpaet is expressive,because he 

express something to tell the people. It is  sarcastically indication because 

Jokowi said Prabowo make press conference if the candidate persecuted 

but the reality it is plastic surgery. It is sarcastically because Jokowi‟s 

insinuation the occur of Ratna Sarumpaet 

80) “Sorry Mr. Prabowo I did not accuse if your party is corruption”. 

(E:Par):80) 

 

Jokowi said pardoning for Prabowo he said if not accuse if Prabowo‟s 

party is corruption. It is expressive, because he express something word 

for the listener. It is pardoningidentification because the Jokowi‟s 

statement sorry it is mean pardoning, he said pardoning for Prabowo he 

not accuse if Prabowo‟s party corruption.  

81) “So I will not be proud just because she is a woman if she is a woman but 

does not defend her own people, I don't think I need to be proud”. 

(E:Cri):81) 
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The statement of Prabowo. Prabowo said if Jokowi not pround if she 

woman but not defend the people. It is expressive,because he express 

somethong to tell the people. It is critize identification because in 

Prabowo‟s statement he said for Jokowi not be proud if woman but she not 

defending and care with the society. Prabowo‟s critize the Jokowi‟s 

statement about proud the woman‟s candidate. 

82) “We did not cut off the tractor or the authoritarian officer, we did not stop 

the human rights violating the human rights, we did not even commit 

violence”. (E:Sar):5) 

 

The statement of Jokowi, Jokowi said if he not cut a tractor or the 

violating human right and he did not commit violence it is expressive, 

because he express something to understanding the listener. It is 

sarcastically identification because the Jokowi‟s statement he said he not 

cut off the tractor and he not even commit violence for  people, it is 

sarcastifally for Prabowo because Prabowo  was a soldier and have a dark 

past many people think Prabowo commit violence for the society in 

Indonesia.  

 

83) “I respect the Chairperson of the KPU along with the commissioners, the 

Chairperson of the Bawaslu and the commissioners. respect my good 

friend Mr. Prabowo Subianto. All Indonesian people which I love”. 

(E:Wel):83) 

 

The statement of Jokowi, Jokowi said respect for all people which join in 

debate is expressive, because he express something to make the word. It is 

welcoming identification because Jokowi‟s statement he said greeting for 

all people to open the debate.  
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84) “And I say thank you for the corn farmers we remember in two thousand 

and fourteen we still import three point five million tons of corn in two 

thousand eighteen we only import one hundred and eighty thousand tons 

of corn”. (E:Tha):84) 

 

The statement of Jokowi, Jokowi said thanking for the corn farmer it is 

expressive, because he express something to make the word for listener. It 

is thanking identification because in Jokowi‟s statement he said thank you 

for the corn farmer because only import one one hundred and eighty 

thousand tons of corn it is make good impact for food material in 

Indonesia.  

85) “The main problem of our nation is that our wealth does not live in our 

republic. This is not anyone's fault, it is wrong for all of us as a nation 

because of that I invite you to let us together to find solutions to 

problems”.(E:Reg):85)  

 

The statement of Prabowo, Prabowo regretting if the wealth of Indonesia 

is not only in Indonesia but in other countries. It is expressive, regretting 

identification because in Prabowo‟s statement he said the problem of our 

nation is our wealth not live in Indonesia but in other country and he said 

it is not wrong for all he want to find solution to resolve the problem and it 

is regregretting statement.  

86) “I appreciate what Mr Joko Widodo has done in the field of infrastructure 

he has worked hard”. (E:Pra):86) 

 

The statement of Prabowo, Prabowo appreciate the work hard of Jokowi 

for infrastructure. It is expressive, because he express the word to 

understanding the people. It is praising identification because in 

Prabowo‟s statement he appreciate for Jokowi it same meaning with 

praising, Prabowo praising the work hard of Jokowi in infrastructure. 
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87) “Infrastructure must be for the people not the people for infrastructure, 

infrastructure cannot only be for monuments. But not utilized”. 

(E:Dep):87) 

 

The statement of Prabowo, Prabowo said infrastructure only used as a 

monument but not utilized as an economic opportunity and it was very 

unfortunate. It is expressive, deploring identification because Prabowo‟s 

statement infrastructure not utilized and only for monuments and it is 

unfortunately because insfrastructure must for people not people for 

insfrastructure.  

88) “We see now in the last-world reports of the last bank that it is actually 

saying that it is almost not plasticity of our economic growth in real 

terms”. (E:Cri):88) 

 

The statement of Prabowo, Prabowo critize Jokowi if in the world bank in 

indonesia there are not economic growth. It is expressive, because he 

express something for the listener. It is critize identification because 

Prabowo statement he said in the world reports the last bank almost not 

plasticity of economic growth in Indonesia he critize for Jokowi‟s as the 

head of government.  

89) “Mr Prabowo looks forward to being less optimistic. If I look at the human 

resources that I convey, I believe we can welcome the 4.0 industry with 

optimism”. (E:Sar):89) 

 

The statement of Jokowi, Jokowi said if Prabowo not optimistic for 

industry 4.0. It is expressive, because he express the word for the listener. 

And it is sarcastically identification because Jokowi‟s statement Prabowo 

not optimistic for industry 4.0 because Jokowi believe he can welcome the 

4.0 with optimism.  
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90) “I also ask for permission to land that I control but the state and for my 

country are willing to give it, but rather than for foreigners betterI  manage 

it because I am idealistic and patriotism”. (E:Apo):90) 

 

The statement of Prabowo, he make a apologizing to all audience about the 

land it is have the country, it is expressive, because he express something 

It is apologizing identification because Prabowo‟s statement he said 

apology and make permission to clarify the Jokowi‟s statement about 

Prabowo‟s land in Aceh and Kalimantan.  

5. Declaration 

The declaration of the type of ilocutionary changes the word with their words 

such as resignation, demising, naming, abbreviating, baptizing, war and 

declaring.Basically, it describes social actions, not acts of talking. From the 

explanation there are 10 declaration utterances. These utterances were 

categorized on the table.  

Table 4.6  

Declaration Utterances 

No Utterance Code 

91 PB: President is chief law and forcement officers are 

responsible for implementing and enforcing the law. 

(De:Nam):91) 

92 JK: Do not contradict human rights and law 

enforcement, legal action that is in accordance with the 

procedure, not human rights violations.  

(De:Den):92) 

93 JK: Mr Sandi as the online business owner of the single 

safekeeping card and the first two hours of permits 

outside the business will immediately start the business.  

(De:Bid):93) 

94 JK: As I stated in a merit system, there is a recruitment 

process that is truly a transparent recruitment process.  

(De:Con):94) 

95 PB: We have to guarantee that there is a deviate 

officials I will be fired. 

(De:Dis):95) 

96 JK: Actually, I have already stated that this 

development for the people in front of the construction 

of 191 Rb Km of roads in the village is for the people 

(De:Exc):96) 
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below who are often not seen by people then for 

compensation, maybe Prabowo can see in 4.5 years 

there is almost no conflict.  

97 JK: To clean up polluted rivers, for example the 

Citarum harum river, we are very grateful for the 

support of the West Javanese community for this 

program. We hope to get an example.  

(De:Ble):97) 

98 PB: Well I certainly appreciate that there are actions 

that truly carry out the functions of government so I in 

this case I recognize that this is the achievement of our 

respecting us acknowledge and we support.  

(De:App):98) 

99 JK: I know that Mr Prabowo has 220 hectares of land in 

East Kalimantan and in 120 hectares of Aceh I say that 

these divisions were not done in my time.  

(De:Dec):99) 

100 JK: Since 2015 we the government has collaborated 

with the KPK namely under the name of saving natural 

resources, a lot has been done with the KPK to save 

natural resources we have.  

(De:Nam):100) 

 

(De): Declaration 

App: Approving                   Con: Confirming Dis: Dismissing 

Bla : Blambing Den: Denying        Exc: Excommunication 

Bid : Bidding                        Dec: Declaration Nam: Naming 

 

Based on the table above, there are 9 categories of declarative were found. 

The categories can be describe as followed. 

 

91) “President is chief law and forcement officers are responsible for 

implementing and enforcing the law”. (De:Nam):91) 

 

 The statement from Prabowo, Prabowo talking president is chief law and  

Forcemento fficiers is declaration, because he bring the word through 

the utterance. It is naming indication. This is naming indication because 

Prabowo declar statement President is chief law and forcement officers 

he change the world in his utterance and naming something.  

 

92)  “Do not contradict human rights and law enforcement, legal action that  

 Is in accordance with the procedure, not human rights violations”. 

(De:Den):92) 
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 The statement of Jokowi, Jokowi said for Prabowo not to contradict ham 

and legal action it is  declaration,because he change the word of 

Prabowo. It is denying indication because Jokowi‟s denying Prabowo‟s 

statement, Jokowi said do not contradict human right and law 

enforcement because it have procedure and mechanism.  

93) “Mr Sandi as the online business owner of the single safekeeping card 

and the first two hours of permits outside the business will immediately 

start the business”. (De:Bid):93) 

 

The statement of Jokowi, Jokowi bidding something for Sandi if 

immediately start business. It is expressive,  because he make the word 

to bidding someone. It is bidding identification, because Jokowi said for 

Sandi as business owner he can make permit to open online business in 

Indonesia and he can easy to get the permits.  

94) “As I stated in a merit system, there is a recruitment process that is truly 

a transparant recruitment process”. (De:Con):94) 

 

The statement of Jokowi, Jokowi said the recruitment process is a merit 

system it is declaration, because he make word to change something. It 

is confirming identification because in Jokowi‟s statement he said in 

merit system the process recruitment is transparant. He confirmation for 

all society about merit system.  

95) “We have to guarantee that there is a deviate officials I will be fired”.  

(De:Dis):95) 

 

The statement of Prabowo,he said if the candidate devite he will fired. It 

is declaration,because he bring the word to change something. It is 
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dismissing identification because Prabowo‟s said if there are deviate 

candidate he will dismissing.  

96) “Actually, I have already stated that this development for the people in  

front of the construction of 191 Rb Km of roads in the village is for the  

people below who are often not seen by people then for compensation, 

maybe Prabowo can see in 4.5 years there is almost no conflict”.  

(De:Exc):96) 

 

The statement of Jokowi, Jokowi answer the question Prabowo about 

infrastructure must be for people and Jokowi said many road in the 

village was build for people. It is declaration, because he explain a 

word for the people. It is excommunication identification because 

Prabowo and Jokowi have the differential think about the insfrastructure. 

Prabowo‟s said if infrastructure must for society because many society 

can‟t feel the development of Indonesia, but Jokowi said if infransture 

already to society and many roads built in the villages. It is 

excommunication. 

97) “To clean up polluted rivers, for example the Citarum harum river, we 

are very grateful for the support of the West Javanese community for this 

program. We hope to get an example”. (De:Ble):97) 

 

The statement of Jokowi, Jokowi said grateful for West Java people to 

clean Citarum river and he hope to get an example to another region is 

declaration, because he make word to bring something. It is blessing 

identification because in Jokowi‟s statement he grateful for West Java 

people to clean Citarum river, and he said it can be example for another 

city in Indonesia.  

98) "Well I certainly appreciate that there are actions that truly carry out the 

functions of government so I in this case I recognize that this is the 
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achievement of our respecting us acknowledge and we support”. 

(De:App):98) 

 

The statement from Prabowo, Prabowo said appreciate to Jokowi carry 

out the function of government. It is declaration, approving 

identification because Prabowo‟s said he certainly appreciate the action 

of Jokowi. He approve and support because Jokowi‟s carry out the 

function of government. 

99) “I know that Mr Prabowo has 220 hectares of land in East Kalimantan 

and in 120 hectares of Aceh I say that these divisions were not done in 

my time”. (De:Dec):99) 

  

The statement Jokowi, Jokowi said the land of Prabowo in East 

Kalimantan, and Aceh, is representative because he bring word to 

change something. It is declaration identification, because Jokowi‟s 

inform and declar the land of Prabowo‟s for all people.  

100) “Since 2015 we the government has collaborated with the KPK namely 

under the name of saving natural resources, a lot has been done with the  

KPK to save natural resources we have”. (De:Nam):100) 

 

The statement of Jokowi said Jokowi said if he make collaboration with 

the KPK with the name saving natural resources is declaration, because 

he bring the word to change the world. It is naming because in Jokowi‟s 

statement he has collaboration with KPK and make the name saving 

natural resource it is naming identification. 
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C. Research Finding 

After analysis all data, the finding of the research from an analysis of 

illocutionary  act in 2019 Indonesia presidential candidate debate can be present 

as followed: 

1. There are five type of illocutionary act that find in the 2019 Indonesia 

presidential candidate debate with focus first and second debate. 

a. Representative with the total number is 32 or 32%. The category of 

representative are: announcing, asserting, claiming, complaining, 

conjecturing, describing, disagreeing, informing, stating, telling, reporting, 

predicting. 

b. Directive with the total number is 24 or 24%. The category directive are: 

advising, asking, commanding, defying, forbidding, ordering, offering, 

inviting, insisting, request, recommending, propose, permitting, suggestion  

c. Commisive with the total number is 21 or 21 %. The category commisive 

are: committing, convincing, intending, prommissing, guaranteeing, 

refusing, voluenteering, vowing, wishing. 

d. Expressive with the total number 13 or 13 %. The category expressive are: 

apologizing, blambing, critize, congratulating, deploring, thanking, 

regreeting, pardoning, praising, sarcastically, welcoming. 

e. Declarative with the total number 10 or 10 %. The category declarative are: 

approving, bidding, blessing, confirming, dismissing, denying, declaring,  

excommunicating, naming. 
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2. The reason of  presidential candidate used these types of  illocutionary act in  

the debate scan be describes as followed.  

a. Representative. The candidate use the statement representative to describe 

and telling someone  believe about the vision and misson for Indonesia 

with their strategy. In the representative they can explain the problem and 

how to solve the problem so they can convey the information for the 

society  they can believe about they are said. And why usingrepresentative 

because it can more openly, clear and have literal meaning so they can 

describe, telling, reporting some information for other people and the 

audience can know the vision and the motivation from both of candidate. 

b. Directive. The candidate use the directive type to infrom the society and 

make direction for all people to do something for Indonesia be better. They 

recommending, requesting people in Indonesia to provide good direction 

for all society in Indonesia and also to success and convey their vision and 

mission to Indonesia to be more advance in the future. Why there are used 

the direction statement because they can make request, recommending, 

offering and another category to entertain the society to know the fact of 

both and positive and negative argumentation from them. 

c. Commissive statement is the usual statement that usually using the both of 

candidate to make promise and the wishing for the future. The both of 

candidate using commisive statement to convincing people about the 

strategy of them, they used the future action for Indonesia progress in the 

future and they make statement such as intending, guaranteeing, and 
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another category to deliver the vision and giving a promise if they are 

elected they will provide the best for the society of Indonesia. Why they 

using commissive statement because in the type they can deliver the vision 

and mission about their strategy to Indonesia if they can become a head 

government in future.  

d. Expressive statement is to express their statement in front of people to 

know about the strategy to Indonesia with make word to understanding 

people. Why they using the expressive statement because they can critize 

their argument and can expressing their feeling about something.  

e. Declaration is the last statement, the candidate of president using 

declaration statement because they can brings something with their word. 

Why they using statement because they can make a new word or the new 

statement from their stategy for Indonesia election. 

 

C. DISCUSSION 

The researcher was analyzed Indonesia presidential debate with focus of 

fisrt debate and the second which have 100 utterances from both of candidate, 

with five type of illocutionary act are representative 32, directive 24, commisive 

21, expressive 13, and declaration 10. The researcher find the utterance of Joko 

Widodo and Prabowo Subianto in all type of illocutionary act with some category, 

firstly representative the identification of announcing, asserting, claiming, 

complaining, conjecturing, describing, disagreeing, informing, stating, telling, 

reporting and predicting. Secondly directive with the identification of advising, 
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asking, commanding, defying, forbidding, ordering, offering, inviting, insisting, 

request, recommending, propose, permitting, and suggestion. Thirdly commisive 

the identification of commisive are committing, convincing, intending, 

prommissing, guaranteeing, refusing, voluenteering, vowing, and wishing. Fourtly 

expressive the identification of that is apologizing, blambing, critize, 

congratulating, deploring, thanking, regreeting, pardoning, praising, sarcastically, 

and welcoming. And the last declaration with the identification approving, 

bidding, blessing, confirming, dismissing, denying, declaring,  excommunicating, 

and naming. And the reason the using of  illocutionary act in presidential 

candidate debate firstly representative, both of candidate using representative act 

because they want to explain some information and describe something for 

listener believe about the vision and mission. Secondly directive, the candidate 

using directive act to make direction for people to do something for Indonesia be 

betterto entertain the society to know the fact of both and positive and negative 

argumentation from candidate. Thirdly commisive, the both of candidate using 

commisive act to make promise for people with make the future action for 

Indonesia be better, in commisive act also can easy to deliver the vission and 

mission of candidate to convince people believe and interesting about the strategy. 

Fourthly expressive, the candidate using expressive act to express the something 

word for the listener so the people can understand about their vission and mission. 

And the last declaration, the both of candidate using declaration act to make and 

bring new word for other people to know about the vission and mission they make 

information for people about their strategy. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. CONCLUSSION 

Based on the data analysis and research finding, the conclusion of this 

research can be drawn as follow: 

1. All type of illocutionary act were used in Indonesia presidential debate. 

From 100 utterance, there are representative 32 (32 %), directive 24 

(24%), commisive 21 (21%), expressive 13 (13%), and declaration 10 

(10%).  

2. All type of illocutionary acts are realized in each categories of the 

illocutionary act it self.. 

3. The reasons of the using of  illocutionary act in presidential candidate 

debate are first representative, both of candidate using representative act  

to explain some information and describe something, representative the 

most using dominant in the debate, because this type can explain the fact 

of Indonesia and telling information about candidate‟s.Second directive, 

the candidate using directive act to make direction for people to do 

something for Indonesia be better. Third commisive, the both of candidate 

using commisive act to make promise for people with make the future 

action for Indonesia be better. Fourth expressive, the candidate using 

expressive act to express the something word for the listener and the last 
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declaration, the both of candidate using declaration act to make and bring 

new word for other people to know about the vission and mission.  

B. SUGGESTION 

After analysis the data and make the conclusion the researcher suggestion 

can explain belows: 

1. To student can enrich the theory and the statement of speech act especially 

the type of illocutionary act such as representative, directive, commissive, 

expressive, and declaration. Understanding the meaning utterance of 

people about debate and pragmatic approach make understand about 

speech act especially illocutionary act in society for understanding the 

meaning of conversation other people.  

2. To other researcher especially who want to do a research about pragmatic 

approach can explore and more understand about speech act especially 

illocutionary act with a new theory, because the theory of speech act 

especially illocutionary still using old theory such as Austin and Searle 

theory. The researcher hope the research will be beneficial for the reader 

who want research in pragmatic field especially illocutionary acts.  
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APPENDIX I 

The First and Second Debate Data of Presidential election  

 

No UTTERANCES 

Jokowi(Jk)/Prabowo (PB) 

1 JK: Visi kita Indonesia maju, menawarkan optimism dan masa depan 

Indonesia yang berkeadilan. 

2 JK: Jadi pilihan kami untuk memajukan Indonesia seperti akses, lahan, 

beragam kelayanan, pendidikan, pemodalan, pembangunan merupakan 

hak asasi manusia yang paling dasar. 

3 JK: Kami tetap berkomitmen menyelesaikan masalah HAM ini dan 

untuk menjamin hal-hal tersebut Negara harus didukung oleh system 

hukum yang adil. 

4 JK: Hukum harus ditegakkan tanpa pandang bulu. 

5 JK: Penegakkan Hukum yang tegak adalah bagian dari upaya 

pemberantasan KPK yang terus kita lakukan melalui system pemerintah.  

6 JK: Kepolisian kita harus waspada terhadap ancaman terorisme 

pemerintah terus bekerja keras lewat pendekatan-pendekatan hukum 

yang tegas dan pendekatan yang persuasive lewat pembimbingan agama, 

ekonomi dan social.  

7 PB: Visi kami bernama Indonesia menang, karena sekarang kita rasakan 

indicator-indikator menunjukkan bahwa kita berada dalam kondisi yang 

tidak begitu mengguntungkan.  

8 PB: Di dunia ini ada 200 negara kurang lebih 30 disebut sangat 

berhasil,30 sangat tidak berhasil dan miskin sisanya berada di tengah-

tengah. Dan ciri khas Negara yang berhasil adalah harus wasambadaya 

pangan, bahan bakar, air bersih dan juga lembaga-lembaga pemerintahan 

harus kuat.  

9 PB: Muara masalah menurut kami kita harus cukup uang untuk 

menjamin kualitas hidup semua petugas yang punya wewenang dalam 

mengambil keputusan sehinnga dia tidak bisa dikorupsi.   

10 PB: Menurut kami masalahnya harus berakar dari akar masalah kita 

harus kaji hakim kita begitu hebat sehingga dia tidak akan berpengaruh.  

11 PB: kita harus menguasai sumber-sumber ekonomi bangsa Indonesia itu 

strategi utama kita kita yakin dengan lembaga-lembaga kita yang bersih 

dan kuat kita bisa menegakkan kepastian hukum, hukum untuk semua.  

12 PB: saya kira itu tekad kami keadilan untuk semua, keamanan untuk 

semua, kemakmuran untuk semua.  

13 PB: Kami akan memperdayakan  badan pembinaan hukum nasional, 

kami akan memperkuat dengan pakar-pakar hukum terbaik untuk 

melakukan sinkronisasi. 

14 JK: Kami akan menggabungkan fungsi legislatif baik yang ada di APBN 

di dirjen peraturan perundang-undangan fungsi-fungsi legislasi yang ada 

di semua kementerian yang kami gabungkan dengan nama pusat legislasi 

nasional yang dikontrol oleh presiden. 



 
 

 
 

15 JK: Kedua, akan kita sederhanakan semuanya sehingga apabila ada 

tumpang tindih langsung krlihatan dan bisa kita lakukan interfisi dengan 

baik. 

16 PB: Presiden adalah chief law and forcement officiers adalah 

penanggung jawab pelaksanaan dan penegakkan hukum. 

17 PB: Jelas kenyataan sekarang tumpang tindih menumpuk begitu banyak 

peraturan sehingga perlu ada bantuan pakar-pakar untuk membantu 

pemerintah mempercepat masalah ini semua. 

18 JK: Jangan bertentangan antara HAM dan penindakan hukum, 

penindakan hukum yang sesuai dengan prosedur, bukan pelanggaran 

HAM. 

19 JK: Jika ada tersangka korupsi yang ditahan tetapi itu bukan pelanggar 

HAM, itu adalah prosedur hukum yang harus dilakukan. 

20 JK: Penegakan hukum yang melanggar prosedur hukum silahkan ada 

mekanisme yang akan kita tempuh. Pra-peradilan  misalnya jadi tidak 

dipertentangkan antara penegak hukum dan hak asasi manusia. 

21 PB:Kami ingin bertanya bahwa bapak telah memerintah 4,5 tahun lebih, 

yang kita temukan ada perasaan di masyarakat bahwa kadang-kadang 

aparat itu berat sebelah. 

22 PB: Ada kepala desa di Jawa Timur yang menyatakandukungan untuk 

kami sekarang sedang ditahan ditangkap, jadi saya kira ini juga suatu 

perlakuan tidak adil menurutsayapelanggaran HAM. 

23 JK: Jangan menuduh seperti itu Pak Prabowo karena kita ini adalah 

negara hukum ada mekanisme hukum untuk hukum negara dan memiliki 

mekanisme hukum. 

24 JK:  jangan kita ini grusa-grusu menyampaikan sesuatu seperti Pak 

Prabowo mengatakan dia dianiaya, babak belur kemudian konferensi 

pers bersama-sama, akhirnya apa yang terjadi ternyataoperasi plastik. 

25 PB: Oleh karena itu, saya akan mengintruksikan saya menegaskan 

bahwa tidak boleh ada diskriminasi terhadap suku,agama, dan etnis apa 

pun. 

26 JK: Saya mengajak marilah kita menjaga ukhuwahislamiyah, 

ukhuwahfatanah, karena persaudaran adalah aset terbesar bangsa. 

27 PB:Saya kira kepala pemerintahan eksekutif yang benar-benar berniat 

untuk memperbaiki itu kita segera berani melakukan terobosan-

terobosan supaya penghasilan pejabat publik sangat besar. 

28 JK: Rekrutmen harus berbasis pada kompetensi bukan financial dan 

bukan nepotisme, oleh karena itu pejabat, birokrasi, rekrutmen terus 

dilakukan transfaran sederhana yang standar dan jelas. 

29 JK:Kami harapkan kita bisa memangkas politik uang, penyuapan, 

korupsi, dan kita bisa mendapatkan pejabat publik yang memiliki 

integritas yang memiliki kapasitas yang baik. 

30 JK: pada saat pemilihan gubernur, saya benar-benar menggunakan 

anggaran mungkin sangat kecil. Meskipun saat pemilihan gubernur saya 

tidak menghabiskan banyak sama sekal 



 
 

 
 

31 PB: Berapa kali saya nyatakan di ruang publik akar masalahnya adalah 

bahwa pendapatan pegawai negeri birokrasi kurang realitas. 

32 PB: Jika saya memimpin Republik Indonesia akan memperbaiki kualitas 

hidup semua birokrasi dengan realitas kemudian bertanya uangnya dari 

mana, saya akan meningkatkan tingkat rasional, yang sekarang berada di 

10% atau bahkan lebih rendah. 

33 PB: Sebelumnya sebut Kejaksaan Agung, polisi,KPK kami akan perkuat 

kami akan buat KPK di daerah, di provinsi kami akan menambah 

anggaran KPK-KPK harus menjadi penegak hukum di Republik 

Indonesia. 

34 JK: saya tidak setuju dengan pak Prabowo, karena kita tahu gaji ASN 

kita PNS kita sekarang sudah cukup dengan tambahan tunjungan kinerja 

yang sudah besar yang penting sekarang ini, menurut saya perampingan 

birokrasi kemudian ada merit system rekrutmen putra putri terbaik 

melalui merit system.  

35 JK: pengawasan internal yang kuat itu penting sekali dan juga ekternal 

baik dari masyrakat baik dari media baik dari komisi ASN itu penting 

sekali pengawasan internal bagi perbaikan birokrasi yang bersih.  

36 PB: saya kira banyak hal yang saya pelajari kasus dari banyak negara 

walaupun tunjangan atau macam-macam yang disebut untuk kinerja 

tetapi masih ada ketakutan para birokrasi akan masa depan mereka jadi 

difitnah terjadi sikap ragu-ragu dan tidak kuat mendapat godaan 

tawaran-tawaran. 

37 PB: Ketika saya masih muda sayaspesialisasi dalam anti-terorisme, yang 

saya bentuk bersama dengan Pak Luhut Panjaitan dan pasukan anti-teror 

jadi saya mengerti tentang HAM. 

38 PB: Saya mengetahui bahwa seringkali terorismeini adalah dikirim dari 

negara lain dan sering juga nyamar seolah teroris itu dari orang Islam 

padahan itu sebenarnya dia itu dikendalikan oleh orang yang mungkin 

bukan Muslim. 

39 JK: Negara kita ini sudah banyak dijadikan contoh Negara lain dalam 

menangani terorisme kita tidak hanya melalui pendekatan penegakan 

hukum yang tegas tapi juga ada penegakan yang persuasive.   

40 PB: Banyak terorisme adalah penyusupan dari luar yang terorisme dari 

dalam negeri menurut saya adalah akibat adanya perasaan tidak adil 

keputusasaan mereka melihat bahwa perlakuan itu tidak baik atau tidak 

benar untuk merasa tersakiti dengan demikian mereka biusa dipengaruhi 

oleh pemgajaran dan paham radikal yang mengarahpada kekerasan. 

41 PB: saya sangat mendukung setiap usaha untuk diindikalisasi pendidikan 

untuk itu Prabowo Sandi managkala memimpin pemerintah kita akan 

benar-benar berinvestasi besar-besaran dalam pendidikan, kesehatan 

untuk membantu orang-orang yang paling miskin dan yang paling 

bawah. 

42 PB: kita akan singgap sebab terorisme dan untuk itu Indonesia Negara 

kita harus kuat dan tadi kita harus wasambada pangan tidak boleh 

tergantung bangsa lain. 



 
 

 
 

43 PB: kita harus bisa mendeteksi sebelum terjadi terorisme. Jadi 

menunggu ini perlu investasi, saya merasa bahwa ini bukan salah siapa-

siapa mungkin kelengahan banyak pemerintah.   

44 PB: Saya menamai partai Perempuan Indonesia Raya dan punya susunan 

caleg saya kira mungkin terbanyak dari seluruh partai Pak. Undang-

undang mewajibkan 30% kita mungkin sudah 40%.  

45 JK: saya juga membentuk pansel KPK terdiri dari Sembilan orang yang 

semuanya perempuan dan mereka bisa memilih komisioner yang baik.  

46 PB: baik saya kira itu sah tapi masyarkat bisa menilai apa yang bapak 

banggakan menunjukkan suatu kerugian-kerugian bagi kepentingan 

bangsa dan rakyat. 

47 PB: jangan hanya perempuan yang kita angkat kita sudah bangga. Harus 

perempuan tapi juga cakap dan pro rakyat dan juga perempuan 

membagikan kebijakan-kebijakan yang tidak merugikan rakyat.  

48 JK: saya juga melakukan revisi-revisi undang-undang yang menghambat 

berkembangnya UKM.  

49 JK: hukum harus memberikan kepastian kepada investasi dan dunia 

usaha dan hukum juga tidak tebang pilih. 

50 PB: yang mau ditanya bagaimana Karena bapak sudah memimpin 

selama 4 tahun jadi bagaimana apa yang kita tunggu sebenarnya apa 

yang bisa dilakukan segera sehingga tidak terjadi seperti yang kita 

khawatirkan. 

51 JK: bahwa pemerintah kami ingin semuanya sederhana ingin semuanya 

mudah.  

52 JK: Pak Sandi sebagai pengusaha online datang ke single samisition 

coba bapal datang bapak tunggu 2 jam ijin akan keluar bapak bisa 

langsung mulai usaha 

53 JK: Mohon maaf Pak Prabowo saya tidak menuduh partai bapak 

korupsi.  

54 PB: kami membuka peluang sebesar-besarnya untuk Emak-Emak 

perempuan yang bergerak  dan mendukung kita yang paling dalam 

Emak-Emak seluruh Indonesia.  

55 PB: jadi saya tidak akan membanggakan hanya karena dia perempuan, 

kalau dia perempuan tapi tidak membela rakyatnya sendiri ya saya kira 

tidak perlu dibanggakan.  

56 JK: Saya tidak ingin banyak bicara. Kami sudah paham persoalan 

bangsa ini dan tahu apa yang harus kami lakukan.  

57. JK:  kami tidak punya potongan diktaktor atau otoriter kami tidak punya 

rekam jejak melanggar hukum kami tidak punya rekam melakukan 

kekerasan.   

58 JK: seperti yang saya katakana ada sebuah merit system, sebuah proses 

rekrurmen yang benar dan tranparan.  

59 JK: Jokowi Amin akan mempertaruhkan jabatan dan reputasi dan akan 

kami gunakan semua kewenangan yang kami miliki untuk perbaikan 

bangsa ini, cukup kami ingin bekerja. 



 
 

 
 

60 PB: Kami akan memberdayakan pengembangan hukum nasional, kami 

akan memperkuat dengan para ahli hukum terbaik. 

61 PB: saya menjamin bahwa jika ada pejabat yang menyimpang saya akan 

dipecat. 

62 PB: Kami bertekad untuk menghentikan kebocoran. kami akan 

meningkatkan rasio, kami percaya negara ini sangat kaya tetapi 

kekayaan kami mengalir keluar dari negara lain. 

63 JK: yang saya hormati Ketua KPU beserta komisioner, Ketua Bawaslu 

beserta komisioner. Yang saya hormati sahabat baik saya Bapak 

Prabowo Subianto. Seluruh rakyat indonesia yang saya cintai. 

64 JK: Ke depan kita ingin sebanyak banyaknya mengurangi pemakaian 

energi fosil, sehingga pemakaian biodiesel pemakaian green fuel akan 

kita kerjakan. 

65 JK: Dan saya ini mengucapkan terima kasih yang sebesar besarnya 

kepada para petani jagung kita ingat di dua ribu empat belas kita masih 

impor tiga koma lima juta ton jagung tahun dua ribu delapan belas kita 

hanya impor seratus delapan puluh ribu ton jagung. 

66 JK: Dan kita juga ingin mengurangi sampah plastik di sungai maupun di 

laut. 

67 PB: Suatu negara dikatakan bisa berhasil kalau bisa memenuhi pangan 

untuk rakyatnya, energi untuk rakyatnya, dan air tanpa impor. 

68 PB: Kita harus berdiri di atas kaki kita sendiri. Kita harus swasembada 

pangan, swasembada energi, swasembada air, agar kita bisa survive 

sebagai suatu bangsa. PBB sekarang mengatakan bahwa inilah tiga 

masalah yang utama tolak ukur keberhasilan suatu negara. 

69 PB: Kami kalau berkuasa nanti insya Allah dapat mandat dari rakyat, 

kami akan menjamin pangan tersedia dengan harga terjangkau untuk 

seluruh rakyat indonesia dan kami akan menjamin bahwa produsen 

petani, peternak, petambak nelayan harus mendapatkan imbalan 

penghasilan yang memadai itu komitmen kami. 

70 PB: Kami juga akan segera turunkan harga listrik, harga makanan-

makanan pokok dan kami akan menyiapkan pupuk dalam keadaan dalam 

jumlah berapa yang dibutuhkan kami akan siapkan sampai ke petani. 

71 PB: Masalah pokok bangsa kita adalah bahwa kekayaan kita tidak 

tinggal di republik kita. Ini bukan salah siapapun, ini salah kita semua 

sebagai bangsa karena itu saya mengajak marilah kita bersama sama 

mencari pemecahan masalah..  

72 PB: Saya menghargai apa yang sudah dilakukan oleh pak Joko Widodo 

dibidang infrastruktur beliau telah bekerja keras.  

73 JK: Ya, saya pikir dalam 4 tahun terakhir, telah dibangun banyak jalan, 

jalan tol, pelabuhan atau pengembangan baru, dan inilah yang ingin kita 

terus lakukan agar konektivitas antar pulau, konektivitas antar provinsi 

dan kabupaten kota-kota benar-benar terhubung dengan baik  

74 PB: Saya menghargai niat Pak Jokowi dalam memimpin pembangunan 

infrastruktur tetapi saya juga harus menyampaikan bahwa ada 

kemungkinan bahwa tim Pak Jokowi bekerja kurang efisien, banyak 



 
 

 
 

infrastruktur dilakukan dengan grusa-grusu. 

75 PB:Infrastruktur harus untuk rakyat bukan rakyat untuk infrastruktur, 

infrastruktur tidak hanya untuk monumen. Namun tidak dimanfaatkan. 

76 JK: Sebenarnya bahwa pembangunan ini untuk rakyat tadi di depan 

udah saya sampaikan pembangunan 191 Rb Km jalan di desa adalah 

untuk rakyat di bawah ini yang sering tidak dilihat oleh orang maka 

untuk ganti rugi, mungkin Prabowo dapat melihat dalam 4,5 tahun di 

sana hampir tidak ada konflik. 

77 PB: Kita melihat sekarang dalam laporan bank dunia terakhir bahwa 

hampir tidak kelihatan dampak pertumbuhan ekonomi kita secara ril. 

78 JK: Perlunya petani diperkenalkan market place sehingga mereka bisa 

berjualan secara online sehingga hubungan antara petani dan konsumen 

semakin dekat.  

79 JK: Pak Prabowo ini keliatannya kedepan kurang optimis, kalau saya 

melihat sumber daya manusia yang saya sampaikan, saya yakin kita 

dapat menyongsong industri 4.0 dengan optimisme. 

80 PB: Dan masih saya bukan pesimis, dan saya sangat optimis bahwa kami 

dapat mendukung sektor energi dan minyak kelapa sawit yang 

menjanjikan. kita dapat memanfaatkan semua produk minyak kelapa 

sawit kita bio diol dan bio desel. 

81 PB: Strategi kami, kami akan mengerjakan minyak kelapa sawit, aren, 

etanol dan gula kami akan menggunakan semuanya sehingga kami tidak 

mengimpor semua bahan dari luar negeri itu adalah strategi kami. 

82 PB: kembali ke komitmen saya akan menegakkan pemerintahan yang 

bersih dan tidak bekerja sama dengan pelanggar yang mencemari 

lingkungan 

83 JK: Untuk membersihkan sungai yang tercemar, misalnya sungai 

Citarumharum, kami sangat berterima kasih atas dukungan masyarakat 

Jawa Barat untuk program ini. Kami berharap ini dapat menjadi contoh 

84 PB: Ya saya tentu menghargai kalau ada tindakan yang benar-benar 

menjalankan fungsi pemerintahan sehingga saya dalam hal ini saya 

menyadari kalau ini prestasi bapak kita hormati kita akui dan kami 

dukung. 

85 PB: kami memiliki pandangan strategi yang berbeda bahwa Pak Jokowi 

dan pemerintahnya menarik dan populer untuk 1-2 generasi tetapi tanah 

tidak ditambahkan tetapi manusia telah meningkat lebih dari 3,5 juta 

tetapi jika Anda bangga berbagi 12,7 tetapi kita tidak Punya tanah lagi 

bagaimana dengan masa depan anak cucu kita. 

86 JK:Saya tahu bahwa Pak Prabowo memiliki lahan yang luas di 

Kalimantan timur 220 hektar tanah dan di 120 hektar Aceh. saya 

mengatakan bahwa pembagian ini tidak dilakukan pada waktu saya. 

87 JK: Sejak 2015 kami pemerintah telah bekerja sama dengan KPK yaitu 

dengan nama penyelamatan sumber daya alam, banyak yang telah 

dilakukan dengan KPK untuk menghemat sumber daya alam yang kami 

miliki. 



 
 

 
 

88 PB: Saya pikir kami sama seperti kami sama untuk memberantas 

pelanggaran lingkungan. 

89 JK: laut adalah masa depan ekonomi masyarakat Indonesia dalam 4 

tahun kami telah mengejar 7000 kapal asing ilegal yang melakukan 

penangkapan ikan ilegal dan 480 kapal yang kami bakar dan 

tenggelamkan. 

90 PB: Negara hadir kami akan membuat undang-undang khusus di bidang 

laut dan perikanan dan mengorganisir nelayan yang dilatih dengan 

teknologi yang diberikan akses ke alat, modal per orang, dan pemasaran 

yang dibantu oleh pemerintah 

91 JK: Untuk nelayan yang memiliki 10 bobot tidak perlu memiliki izin 

tetapi 10 bobot 10 ke atas telah diberi izin 

92 PB: Nelayan yang paling kecil, nelayan paling miskin yang memiliki 

beban terberat 

93 JK: Saya ingin masalah-masalah itu masuk ke energy saya dan masuk 

bank mikro nelayan. 

94 PB: Pak Jokowi, sebagai pejabat, tidak akan mengimpor komoditas 

pangan. Banyak dari bapak yang mengimpor. Ini benar-benar memukul 

petani kami, petani tebu. padahal bapak membanggakan bahwa 

produksinya telah meningkat 

95. JK: Sejak 2014 impor untuk beras menurun, produksi beras kami 484 

kita swasambadaya produksi kita 21 ton beras per tahun. mengapa kita 

mengimpor karena impor untuk cadangan kita misalnya ada bencana 

96 PB: kami ingin memberdayakan ekonomi kami sendiri jika kelebihan 

stok, mengapa kami stok apakah divisi kitahemat, kita pupuk kasi petani 

. ekonomi harus untuk rakyat bukan rakyat untuk ekonomi 

97 JK: Negara membutuhkan ketegasan dan keberanian, kami telah 

membubarkan mapia, kami mengelola sebagian besar minyak yang kami 

ambil freeport 51. kami ingin negara kita dengan baik. 

98 JK: Saya akan menggunakan seluruh tenaga, kewenangan yang saya 

miliki tidak ada yang saya takuti untuk kepentingan nasional, rakyat dan 

negara tidak ada yang saya takuti kecuali Allah swt 

99 PB: kami memiliki filsafah dan strategi lain. Kami berpegang pada 

filosofi keadilan yang menghasilkan kemakmuran. Kami berpendapat 

bahwa pemerintah harus adil, terperinci, menyeluruh, ketat, aktif untuk 

memperbaiki ketimpangan. 

100 PB: Saya juga meminta izin untuk tanah yang saya kuasai tetapi negara 

dan dan untuk negara saya bersedia memberikannya, tetapi daripada 

orang asing saya lebih baik mengelolanya karena saya idealis dan 

patriotisme. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

APPENDIX II 

Category Utterances of Presidential Candidate 

 

No Utterance Jokowi 

(Jk)/Prabowo (PB) 

R Di C E De Code 

1 JK: Our vision is Indonesia progressing, 

offering optimism and a reasonable of the 

future.  

      (C:Pr

o):57) 

2 JK: So our choices for progressing 

Indonesia such as access, land, various 

services for education, capital, 

development, are the most basic human 

rights. 

      (C:Pr

o):58) 

3 JK: We remain committed to resolving 

this human rights problem and to 

guarantee these matters the State must 

support by a fair legal system. 

      (C:Co

n):59) 

4 JK: The law must be enforced 

indiscriminately. 
      (R:Inf

):1) 

5 JK: The standing law enforcement is part 

of effort to eradicate the KPK that we 

continue to do through the government 

system. 

      (R:Sta

):2) 

6 JK: Our police must be vigilant about 

the threat of terrorism. The government 

continues to work hard through strict 

legal approaches that are persuasive 

through religious, economic, and social 

guidance. 

      (Di:Re

g):33) 

7 PB: Our vision name is Indonesia 

winning because we are falling now 

many indicator shows that if we are in a 

disadvantageous condition.  

      (R:Des

):3) 

8 PB: In this world there are 200 countries 

around 30 are called very heavy, 30 are 

very unsuccessful and the rest are in the 

middle. And the characteristics of the 

State have succeeded in having to be 

prepared for food, fuel, clean water and 

also government institutions must be 

strong.  

      (R:Tel

):4) 

9 PB: The estuary problem in our opinion, 

we have to enough money to ensure the 

quality of life in all officers who have the 

competence to make decisions.  

      (Di:Re

q):34) 

10 PB:   In our opinion the problem must be       (C:Int)



 
 

 
 

rooted in the root of the problem, we 

must examine our judge so well that he 

will not be affected.  

:60) 

11 PB:   For that we must master the 

economic resources of the Indonesian 

people, our main strategy, we believe that 

with our clean and strong institutions we 

can enforce legal certainty for all.  

      (Di:Ad

v):35) 

12 PB: I think that is our determination of 

justice for all safety for all prosperity for 

all.  

      (C:Gu

a):61) 

13 PB: We will work on the national legal 

development agency, we will strengthen 

the best legal experts to do 

synchronization.  

      (C:Vol

):62) 

14 JK: We will combine legislative 

functions both in the APBN in the 

legislation directorate general and 

legislative functions that exist in all 

ministries that we combine with the 

central names of national legislation 

controlled by the president.  

      (R:Inf)

:5) 

15 JK: Secondly we will simplify 

everything so that if there is a direct 

overlap of plasticity and we can do the 

interface properly.  

      (R:An

n):6) 

16 PB: President is chief law and forcement 

officers are responsible for implementing 

and enforcing the law.  

      (De:N

am):91

) 

17 PB: Obviously the reality now overlaps 

with accumulating so many regulations 

that there needs to be the help of experts 

to help the government accelerate this 

problem all.  

      (Di:Pr

o):36) 

18 JK: Do not contradict human rights and 

law enforcement, legal action that is in 

accordance with the procedure, not 

human rights violations.  

      (De:D

en):92

) 

19 JK: If there is a corruption suspect 

detained but that is not a violator, it is a 

legal procedure that must be done.  

      (R:Tel

):7) 

20 JK: Law enforcement that violates the 

law it have a mechanism that we will 

take. Pre-trial, for example, should not be 

contested between law enforcement and 

human rights.  

      (Di:Su

g):37) 

 



 
 

 
 

21 PB: We want to ask that you have ruled 

for more than 4.5 years, which you find 

there is a feeling in the community that 

sometimes the apparatus is biased.  

      (Di:As

k):38) 

 

22 PB: There were village heads in East 

Java who stated that support for us is 

now being arrested, so I think this is also 

an unfair treatment in my opinion, human 

rights violations.  

      (R:Co

m):8) 

23 JK: Don‟t accusing like that Mr. 

Prabowo because this country is a legal 

procedure for the state law and have a 

legal mechanism.  

      (E:Bla

):78) 

24 JK: Do we not grudgingly convey 

something such as Mr. Prabowo said he 

was persecuted, battered then a press 

conference together finally what 

happened turned out to be plastic 

surgery.  

      (E:Sar

):79) 

25 PB: Therefore, I will arrange all law 

enforcement officials, I will instruct I 

will emphasize that there should be no 

discrimination against ethnicity, any 

ethnic religion.  

      (C:Co

m):63) 

26 JK: I invite yours to maintain 

ukhuwahislamiyah, ukhuwahfatanah, 

because brotherly union is the nation‟s 

greatest asset.  

      (Di:In

v):39) 

27 PB:   I think an executive head of 

government who really intends to 

improve it is that we dare to make 

breakthroughs so that the income of 

public officials is very large.  

      (Di:Or

d):40) 

28 JK: Recruitment must be based on 

competency rather than financial and not 

nepotism, therefore officials, 

bureaucracy, recruitment continue to be 

carried out in a simple and standard 

transparant manner.  

      (Di:Of

f):41) 

29 JK: We hope we can cut money politics, 

bribery, corruption, and we can get 

public officials who have integrity who 

have good capacity.  

      (Di:Pr

o):42) 

30 JK: When the governor election, I really 

used the budget might be very small. 

Even though when the governor election 

      (R:Ass

):9) 



 
 

 
 

I did not spend any many at all.  

31 PB: How many times have I stated in the 

public space the root of the problem is 

that the income of the civil servants of 

the bureaucracy is less reality.  

      (R:An

n):10) 

32 PB: If I lead the Republic of Indonesia to 

improve the quality of life of all 

bureaucracies with reality then ask 

money from me, I will increase the 

rational level, which is now at 10% or 

even lower.  

      (C:Wi

s):64) 

33 PB: Previously I mentioned the Attorney 

General's Office, the police, if we will 

strengthen it for us in the regions in our 

provinces we will increase the number of 

members we have to become enforcers in 

republic of Indonesia.  

      (C:Vo

w):65) 

34 JK: I disagree with MrPrabowo, because 

we know that our ASN salary for our 

current civil servants is sufficient with an 

additional large performance award that 

is important now, in my opinion, 

bureaucratic downsizing then there is a 

merit system for recruiting the best sons 

and daughters through the merit system.  

      (R:Cla

):11) 

35 JK: Strong internal oversight is very 

important and also external, both from 

the public, both from the media, both 

from the state civil apparatus 

commission, it is important for internal 

supervision to improve the improvement 

of clean bureaucracy, thank you.  

      (Di:Or

d):43) 

36 PB: I think a lot of what I discuss from 

countries that have benefits or kinds of 

things called for performance but there 

are still bureaucracies for the future to be 

slandered by hesitations and unsuccessful 

getting tempted by offers.  

      (R:Des

):12) 

37 PB: When I was young I specialized in 

anti-terrorism, which I formed together 

with Mr. LuhutPanjaitan and the anti-

terror forces so I understand about HAM.  

      (R:Re

p):13) 

38 PB: I know that terrorism is often sent 

from other countries and is often made 

disguised as a terrorist from an Islamic 

solid that is actually controlled by people 

      (R:Co

m):14) 



 
 

 
 

who may not be Muslims.  

39 JK: Our country has been used as an 

example of other countries in dealing 

with our terrorism not only through a 

strict law enforcement approach and 

persuasive measures.  

      (R:Sta

):15) 

40 PB: A lot of terrorism is an infiltration 

from outside the state of terrorism in my 

opinion is due to the feeling of injustice 

their despair sees that the treatment is not 

good or is not right to feel hurt so they 

can be influenced by radical notions that 

lead to violence.  

      (R:Tel

):16) 

41 PB: strongly support every attempt to 

radicalize education for that Prabowo 

Sandi when leading the government we 

will really invest heavily in education, 

health to help the lowest and poorest 

people.  

      (C:Int)

:66) 

42 PB: We have stopped terrorism and for 

that Indonesia our country must be strong 

and we must have a field of life that 

should not depend on other nations.  

      (Di:Of

f):44) 

43 PB: We have to detect before terrorism 

happens, don't wait, this needs 

investment, I feel that this is not anyone's 

fault, maybe there are too many 

governments.  

      (Di:Ad

v):45) 

44 PB: The name of the Indonesian 

women's party is high and has a 

composition of legislative candidates, I 

think it is probably the most from all 

parties, sir. The law requires that 30% of 

us may already be 40%.  

      (R:Re

p):17) 

45 JK: I have also formed a KPK 

committee consisting of nine people who 

are all women and they can choose good 

commissioners.  

      (R:Ass

):18) 

46 PB: Well, I think it is legitimate, but the 

community can now judge what you 

were proud of showing something of a 

loss to the interests of the nation.  

      (R:Cla

):19) 

47 PB: Do not only the women we adopt, 

we are proud, must be women, but also 

capable and pro-people and also women 

who share policies that do not harm the 

      (Di:De

f):46) 



 
 

 
 

people, this is the problem.  

48 JK: I will make revisions to laws that 

hinder the development of UkM.  
      (C:Pro

):67) 

49 JK: Law must be able to provide 

certainty to investment and the business 

world and the law are also not selective. 

Jokowi said to all institution must be flat 

all levels of society without selective 

cutting.  

      (Di:Re

g):47) 

50 PB: I wants to ask how you have been in 

charge for 4 years, so what are you 

waiting for actually what can be done 

immediately so that it doesn't happen as 

you fear.  

      (Di:As

k):48) 

51 JK: It remains true that our government 

wants everything just to be easy.  
       (Di:Su

g):49) 

52 JK: Mr Sandi as the online business 

owner of the single safekeeping card and 

the first two hours of permits outside the 

business will immediately start the 

business.  

       (De:Bi

d):93) 

53 JK: Sorry Mr. Prabowo I did not accuse 

if your party is corruption.  
      (E:Par

):80) 

54 PB: We open the greatest opportunities 

for the mother of movable women and 

our most profound supporters in the 

whole of Indonesia.  

      (R:An

n):20) 

55 PB: So I will not be proud just because 

she is a woman if she is a woman but 

does not defend her own people, I don't 

think I need to be proud.  

      (E:Cri)

:81) 

56 JK: I don't want to talk much, we already 

understand the problems of this nation 

and know what we have to do.  

      (R:Cla

):21) 

57 JK:  We did not cut off the tractor or the 

authoritarian officer, we did not stop the 

human rights violating the human rights, 

we did not even commit violence.  

      (E:Sar

):82) 

58 JK: As I stated in a merit system, there is 

a recruitment process that is truly a 

transparent recruitment process  

      (De:C

on):94

) 

59 JK: Jokowi Amin will put the risk on his 

office and remedies we use all the 

authority we have for the repair of the 

country. Enough we want to work. 

      (C:Int)

:68) 

60 PB: We will empower the development       (C:Vol



 
 

 
 

of national law, we will strengthen with 

the best legal experts.  

):69) 

61 PB: have to guarantee that there is a 

deviate officials I will be fired. 
      .(De:D

is):95) 

62 PB: We are determined to stop leakage. 

we will increase the ratio, we believe this 

country is very rich but our wealth flows 

out of the other country. 

      (C:Pro

):70) 

63 JK: I respect the Chairperson of the KPU 

along with the commissioners, the 

Chairperson of the Bawaslu and the 

commissioners. respect my good friend 

Mr. PrabowoSubianto. All Indonesian 

people which I love. 

       (E:We

l):83) 

 

64 JK: In the future we want to reduce 

fossil energy consumption, so we will 

use green biodiesel.  

      (R:Pre

):22) 

65 JK: And I say thank you for the corn 

farmers we remember in two thousand 

and fourteen we still import three point 

five million tons of corn in two thousand 

eighteen we only import one hundred and 

eighty thousand tons of corn.  

      (E:Tha

):84) 

66 JK: And we also want to reduce plastic 

waste in rivers and in the sea.  
      (Di:Or

d):50) 

67 PB: A country is said to be successful if 

it can fulfill food for people, energy for  

people, and water without imports. 

      (R:Co

n):23) 

68 PB: We must stand on our own feet. We 

have to be self-sufficient in food, self-

sufficiency in energy, self-sufficiency in 

water, so that we can survive as a nation 

now says that these are the three main 

problems measuring the success of a 

country.  

      (Di:Ins

):51) 

69 PB: If we are in power, god willing, can 

be mandated by the people, we will 

guarantee that food is available at 

affordable prices for all Indonesian 

people and we will ensure that farmers, 

breeders, fishermen, fishermen must 

receive adequate income, that is our 

commitment.  

      (C:Gu

a):71) 

70 PB: We will also immediately reduce the 

price of electricity, the price of staple 
      (C:Vo

w):72) 



 
 

 
 

foods and we will prepare fertilizer in the 

amount in which we need to prepare it to 

the farmers. 

71 PB: The main problem of our nation is 

that our wealth does not live in our 

republic. This is not anyone's fault, it is 

wrong for all of us as a nation because of 

that I invite you to let us together to find 

solutions to problems.  

      (E:Reg

):85) 

72 PB: I appreciate what MrJokoWidodo 

has done in the field of infrastructure he 

has worked hard.  

      (E:Pra

):86) 

73 JK: Yes, I think that in the past 4 years, 

there have been built a lot of roads, toll 

roads, new ports or development, and this 

is what we want to continue to do so that 

inter-island connectivity, connectivity of 

provincial districts and cities are truly 

connected.  

      (R:Tel

):24) 

74 PB: I appreciate the intention of Mr. 

Jokowi in infrastructure development but 

I also have to convey that it is likely that 

Mr. Jokowi's team is working less 

efficiently, much of the infrastructure is 

done with freezes.  

      (R:Dis

):25) 

75 PB: Infrastructure must be for the people 

not the people for infrastructure, 

infrastructure cannot only be for 

monuments. But not utilized.  

      (E:De

p):87) 

76 JK: Actually, I have already stated that 

this development for the people in front 

of the construction of 191 Rb Km of 

roads in the village is for the people 

below who are often not seen by people 

then for compensation, maybe Prabowo 

can see in 4.5 years there is almost no 

conflict.  

      (De:E

xc):96

) 

77 PB: We see now in the last-world reports 

of the last bank that it is actually saying 

that it is almost not plasticity of our 

economic growth in real terms.  

      (E:Cri)

:88) 

78 JK: The need for farmers to be 

introduced to a market place so that they 

can sell online so that the relationship 

between farmers and consumers is 

getting closer.(Di:Adv):20) 

      (Di: 

Adv):5

2) 



 
 

 
 

79 JK: MrPrabowo looks forward to being 

less optimistic. If I look at the human 

resources that I convey, I believe we can 

welcome the 4.0 industry with optimism. 

      (E:Sar

):89) 

80 PB:  And still I am not a pessimist, and I 

am very optimistic that we are able to 

support the promising energy and palm 

oil sector. we can take advantage of all 

our palm oil products bio diol and bio 

desel. 

      (R:Cla

):26) 

81 PB: Our strategy, we will work on palm 

oil, palm sugar, ethanol and sugar we 

will use all so that we do not import all 

the ingredients from abroad that is our 

strategy.  

      (C:Co

m):73) 

82 PB: Back to my commitment to uphold a 

clean government and not cooperate with 

violators who pollute the environment 

      (Di:Ins

):53) 

83 JK: To clean up polluted rivers, for 

example the Citarumharum river, we are 

very grateful for the support of the West 

Javanese community for this program. 

We hope to get an example 

      (De:Bl

e):97) 

84 PB: Well I certainly appreciate that there 

are actions that truly carry out the 

functions of government so I in this case 

I recognize that this is the achievement of 

our respecting us acknowledge and we 

support.  

      (De:A

pp):98

) 

85 PB: we have a different strategy view 

MrJokowi and his government have 

attracted and popular for 1-2 generations 

but land is not added but humans have 

increased by more than 3.5 million but if 

you are proud to share 12.7 but we don't 

have any more land what about the future 

our children and grandchildren. 

      (R:Dis

):27) 

86 JK:I know that Pak Prabowo has 220 

hectares of land in East Kalimantan and 

in 120 hectares of Aceh I say that these 

divisions were not done in my time. 

      (De:D

ec):99) 

87 JK: Since 2015 we the government has 

collaborated with the KPK namely under 

the name of saving natural resources, a 

lot has been done with the KPK to save 

natural resources we have. 

      (De:N

am):10

0) 



 
 

 
 

88 PB: I think we are the same as we are the 

same to eradicate environmental 

violations. 

      (C:Ref

):74) 

89 JK: The sea is the economic future of the 

Indonesian people in 4 years we have 

been chasing 7000 illegal foreign vessels 

that do illegal fishing and 480 ships that 

we burn and sink 

 

      (Di:Fo

r):54) 

90 PB: Our present country will make 

special laws in the field of lut and 

fisheries and organize fishermen trained 

with technology given access to tools, 

capital per person and marketing assisted 

by the government 

      (C:vo

w):75) 

91 JK: For fishermen who have 10 weights 

do not need to have a permit but 10 

weights 10 and above have been given 

permission 

      (Di:Pe

r):55) 

92 PB: The smallest fishermen the poorest 

fishermen who have the heaviest burden 
      (R:Re

p):28) 

93 JK: I want those problems to include my 

energy and enter the fishermen's micro 

bank. 

      (Di:Pr

o):56) 

94 PB:  Mr. Jokowi, as an official, will not 

import food commodities. Many of you 

import this. This has really hit our 

farmers, sugar cane farmers. whereas you 

boast that production has increased 

      (R:Co

m):29) 

95. JK: Since 2014 we have imported 

imports for rice, our 484 rice production 

of 21 tons of year. why do we import 

because imports for our reserves for 

example there is a disaster 

      (R: 

Ann):3

0) 

96 PB: we want to empower our own 

economy if we are stocked, why do we 

stock whether our division is economical, 

we fertilizer economy must be for the 

people not the people for the economy 

      (R:Cla

):31) 

97 JK: The state needs a firmness and 

courage, we have dispersed mapia, we 

manage the majority of oil we take 

freeport 51. we want our country well. 

      (R:Ass

):32) 

98 JK: I will use all the power of authority 

that I have nothing that I fear for the 

national interest, the people and the 

      (C:Co

n):76) 



 
 

 
 

country there is nothing that I fear except 

Allah swt 

99 PB: we have another philosophy and 

strategy. We hold to the philosophy of 

justice that generates prosperity. We hold 

that the government must be fair, 

detailed, thorough, strict, active to correct 

inequality 

      (C:Gu

a):77) 

100 PB: I also ask for permission to land that 

I control but the state and for my country 

are willing to give it, but rather than for 

foreigners I better manage it because I 

am idealistic and patriotism 

      (E:Ap

o):90) 

Total 32 24 21 13 10  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

APPENDIX III 

Classification Five Types of Presidential Candidate  

1. Representative 

No Utterances Code 

1 JK: The law must been forcedindiscriminately. (R:Inf):1) 

2 JK:The standing law enforcement is part of effort to eradicate the 

KPK that we continue to do Through the government system. 

(R:Sta):2) 

3 PB: Our vision name is Indonesia winning because we are falling 

now many indicator shows  that if we are in a  dis advantageous 

condition. 

(R:Des):3) 

4 PB: In this world there are 200 countries around 30 are called very 

heavy, 30 are very unsuccessful and the rest are in the middle. And 

the characteristics of the State have succeeded in having to be 

prepared for food, fuel, clean water and also government 

institutions must be strong. 

(R:Tel):4 

5 JK: We will combine  legislative functions both in the APBN in 

the legislation directorate general and legislative 

functions that exist in all ministries that we combine with the 

central names of national legislation controlled by the president. 

(R:Inf):5) 

6 JK: Secondly we will simplify everything so that if there is a direct 

overlap of plasticity and we can do the interface properly. 

(R:Ann):6) 

7 JK: If there is a corruption suspect detained but that is not a 

violator, it is a legal procedure that must be done. 

(R:Tel):7) 

8 PB: There were village heads in East Java who stated that support 

for us is now being arrested, so I think this is also an unfair 

treatment in my opinion, human rights violations. 

(R:Com):8) 

9 JK: When the governor election, I really used the budget might be 

very small. Even though when the governor election I did not 

spend any many at all. 

(R:Ass):9) 

10 PB: How many times have I stated in the public space the root of 

the problem is that the income of the civil servants of the 

bureaucracy is less reality. 

(R:Ann):10) 

11 JK: I disagree with MR Prabowo, because we know that our ASN 

salary for our current civil servants is sufficient with an additional 

large performance award that is important now, in my opinion, 

bureaucratic downsizing then there is a merit system for recruiting 

the best sons and daughters through the merit system. 

(R:Cla):11) 

12 PB: I think a lot of what I discuss from countries that have benefits 

or kinds of things called for performance but there are still 

bureaucracies for the future to be slandered by hesitations and 

unsuccessful getting tempted by offers. 

(R:Des):12) 

13 PB: When I was young I specialized in anti-terrorism, which I 

formed together with Mr. LuhutPanjaitan and the anti-terror forces 

so I understand about HAM. 

(R:Rep):13) 

14 PB: I know that terrorism is often sent from other countries and is 

often made disguised as a terrorist from an Islamic solid that is 

(R:Com):14) 



 
 

 
 

actually controlled by people who may not be Muslims. 

15 JK: Our country has been used as an example of other countries in 

dealing with our terrorism not only through a strict law 

enforcement approach and persuasive measures. 

(R:Sta):15) 

16 PB: A lot of terrorism is an infiltration from outside the state of 

terrorism in my opinion is due to the feeling of injustice their 

despair sees that the treatment is not good or is not right to feel 

hurt so they can be influenced by radical notions that lead to 

violence. 

(R:tel):16) 

17 PB: The name of the Indonesian women's party is high and has a 

composition of legislative candidates, I think it is probably the 

most from all parties, sir. The law requires that 30% of us may 

already be 40%. 

(R:Rep):17) 

18 JK: have also formed a KPK committee consisting of nine people 

who are all women and they can choose good commissioners. 

(R:Ass):18) 

19 PB: Well, I think it is legitimate, but the community can now 

judge what you were proud of showing something of a loss to the 

interests of the nation. 

(R:Cla):19) 

20 PB: We open the greatest opportunities for the mother of movable 

women and our most profound supporters in the whole of 

Indonesia. 

(R:Ann):20) 

21 JK: don't want to talk much, we already understand the problems 

of this nation and know what we have to do. 

(R:Cla):21) 

22 JK: In the future we want to reduce fossil energy consumption, so 

we will use green biodiesel. 

(R:Pre):22) 

23 PB: A country is said to be successful if it can fulfill food for its 

people, energy for its people, and water without imports. 

(R:Con):23) 

24 JK: Yes, I think that in the past 4 years, there have been built a lot 

of roads, toll roads, new ports or development, and this is what we 

want to continue to do so that inter-island connectivity, 

connectivity of provincial districts and cities are truly connected. 

(R:Tel):24) 

25 PB: I appreciate the intention of Mr. Jokowi in borrowing 

infrastructure development but I also have to convey that it is 

likely that Mr. Jokowi's team is working less efficiently, much of 

the infrastructure is done with freezes. 

(R:Dis):25) 

26 PB: And still I am not a pessimist, and I am very optimistic that 

we are able to support the promising energy and palm oil sector. 

we can take advantage of all our palm oil products bio diol and bio 

desel. 

(R:Cla):26) 

27 PB: We have a different strategy view that Pak Jokowi and his 

government have attracted and popular for 1-2 generations but 

land is not added but humans have increased by more than 3.5 

million but if you are proud to share 12.7 but we don't have any 

more land what about the future our children and grandchildren. 

(R:Dis):27) 

28 PB: The smallest fishermen the poorest fishermen who have the 

heaviest burden. 

(R:Rep):28) 



 
 

 
 

29 PB: Mr. Jokowi, as an official, will not import food commodities. 

Many of you import this. This has really hit our farmers, sugar 

cane farmers. whereas you boast that production has increased. 

(R:Com):29) 

30 JK: Since 2014 we have imported imports for rice, our 484 rice 

production of 21 tons of rice per year. why do we import because 

imports for our reserves for example there is a disaster. 

(R:Ann):30) 

31 PB: We want to empower our own economy if we are stocked, 

why do we stock whether our division is economical, we fertilizer 

economy must be for the people not the people for the economy. 

(R:Cla):31) 

32 JK: The state needs a firmness and courage, we have dispersed 

mapia, we manage the majority of oil we take freeport 51. we want 

our country well. 

(R:Ass):32) 

 

(R):  Representative 

Ass: Asserting Cla: Claiming Pre: Predicting 

Ann: Announcing Des: Describing Rep: Reporting 

Con: Conjecturing Dis: Disaggreing Sta: Stating 

Com: Complaining Inf: Informing Tel:Telling 

 

 

2. Directive 

No Utterances Code 

33 JK: Our police must be vigilant about the threat of 

terrorism. The government continues to work hard through 

strict legal approaches that are persuasive through religious, 

economic, and social guidance. 

(Di:Req):33) 

34 PB: The estuary problem in our opinion, we have to enough 

money to ensure the quality of life in all officers who have 

the competence to make decisions. 

(Di:Reg):34) 

35 PB: For that we must master the economic resources of the 

Indonesian people, our main strategy, we believe that with 

our clean and strong institutions we can enforce legal 

certainty for all. 

(Di:Adv):35) 

36 PB: Obviously the reality now overlaps with accumulating 

so many regulations that there needs to be the help of 

experts to help the government accelerate this problem all. 

(Di:Pro):36) 

37 JK: Law enforcement that violates the law it have a 

mechanism that we will take. Pre-trial, for example, should 

not be contested between law enforcement and human 

rights. 

(Di:Sug):37) 

38 PB: We want to ask that you have ruled for more than 4.5 

years, which you find there is a feeling in the community 

that sometimes the apparatus is biased. 

(Di:Ask):38) 

39 JK: I invite yours to maintain ukhuwahislamiyah, 

ukhuwahfatanah, because brotherly union is the nation‟s 

(Di:Inv):39) 

Tel:Telling


 
 

 
 

greatest asset. 

40 PB: I think an executive head of government who really 

intends to improve it is that we dare to make breakthroughs 

so that the income of public officials is very large. 

(Di:Ord):40 

41 JK: Recruitment must be based on competency rather than 

financial and not nepotism, therefore officials, bureaucracy, 

recruitment continue to be carried out in a simple and 

standard transparant manner. 

(Di:Off):41) 

42 JK: We hope we can cut money politics, bribery, 

corruption, and we can get public officials who have 

integrity who have good capacity. 

(Di:Pro):42) 

43 JK: Strong internal oversight is very important and also 

external, both from the public, both from the media, both 

from the state civil apparatus commission, it is important 

for internal supervision to improve the improvement of 

clean bureaucracy, thank you. 

(Di:ord):43) 

44 PB: We have stopped terrorism and for that Indonesia our 

country must be strong and we must have a field of life that 

should not depend on other nations. 

(Di:Off):44) 

45 PB: We have to detect beforeterrorism happens, don't wait, 

this needs investment, I feel that this is not anyone's fault, 

maybe there are too many governments. 

(Di:Adv):45) 

46 PB: Do not only the women we adopt, we are proud, must 

be women, but also capable and pro-people and also women 

who share policies that do not harm the people, this is the 

problem. 

(Di:Def):46) 

47 JK: Law must be able to provide certainty to investment 

and the business world and the law are also not selective. 

Jokowi said to all institution must be flat all levels of 

society without selective cutting. 

(Di:Reg):47) 

48 PB: I wants to ask how you have been in charge for 4 years, 

so what are you waiting for actually what can be done 

immediately so that it doesn't happen as you fear. 

(Di:Ask):48) 

49 JK: It remains true that our government wants everything 

just to be easy. 

(Di:Sug):49) 

50 JK: And we also want to reduce plastic waste in rivers and 

in the sea. 

(Di:Ord):50) 

51 PB: We must stand on our own feet. We have to be self-

sufficient in food, self-sufficiency in energy, self-

sufficiency in water, so that we can survive as a nation now 

says that these are the three main problems measuring the 

success of a country. 

(Di:Ins):51) 

52 JK: The need for farmers to be introduced to a market place 

so that they can sell online so that the relationship between 

farmers and consumers is getting closer. 

(Di:Adv):52) 

53 PB: Back to my commitment to uphold a clean government (Di:Ins):53) 



 
 

 
 

and not cooperate with violators who pollute the 

environment. 

54 JK: The sea is the economic future of the Indonesian people 

in 4 years we have been chasing 7000 illegal foreign vessels 

that do illegal fishing and 480 ships that we burn and sink. 

(Di:For):54) 

55 JK: For fishermen who have 10 weights do not need to have 

a permit but 10 weights 10 and above have been given 

permission. 

(Di:Per):55) 

56 JK: I want those problems to include my energy and enter 

the fishermen's micro bank. 

(Di:Pro):56) 

 

(Di):  Directive 

Adv: Advising                    Inv: Inviting Per: Permitting 

Ask: Asking Ins: Insisting Pro: Propose 

Def: Defying Ord: Ordering Reg: Requesting 

For: Forbidding Off: Offering Sug: Suggestion 

 

3. Commisive 

No Utterances Code 

57 JK: Our vision is Indonesia progressing, offering 

optimism and a reasonable of the future.  

(C:Pro):57) 

58 JK: So our choices for progressing Indonesia such as 

access, land, various services for education, capital, 

development, are the most basic human rights.  

(Com:Pro):58) 

59 JK: We remain committed to resolving this human rights 

problem and to guarantee these matters the State must 

support by a fair legal system.  

(C:Con):59) 

60 PB: In our opinion the problem must be rooted in the root 

of the problem, we must examine our judge so well that he 

will not be affected.  

(C:Int):60) 

61 PB:  I think that is our determination of justice for all 

safety for all prosperity for all.  

(C:Gua):61) 

62 PB: We will work on the national legal development 

agency, we will strengthen the best legal experts to do 

synchronization.  

(C:Vol):62) 

63 PB: Therefore, I will arrange all law enforcement officials, 

I will instruct I will emphasize that there should be no 

discrimination against ethnicity, any ethnic religion.  

(C:Com):63) 

64 PB: If I lead the Republic of Indonesia to improve the 

quality of life of all bureaucracies with reality then ask 

money from me, I will increase the rational level, which is 

now at 10% or even lower.  

(C:Wis):64) 

65 PB: Previously I mentioned the Attorney General's Office, 

the police, if we will strengthen it for us in the regions in 

our provinces we will increase the number of members we 

(C:Vow):65) 



 
 

 
 

have to become enforcers in republic of Indonesia.  

66 PB: strongly support every attempt to radicalize education 

for that Prabowo Sandi when leading the government we 

will really invest heavily in education, health to help the 

lowest and poorest people.  

(C:Int):66) 

67 JK: will make revisions to laws that hinder the 

development of UkM.  

(C:Pro):67) 

68 JK: Jokowi Amin will put the risk on his office and 

remedies we use all the authority we have for the repair of 

the country. Enough we want to work.  

(C:Int):68) 

69 PB: We will empower the development of national law, 

we will strengthen with the best legal experts.  

(C:Vol):69) 

70 PB: We are determined to stop leakage. we will increase 

the ratio, we believe this country is very rich but our 

wealth flows out of the other country.  

(C:Pro):70) 

71 PB: If we are in power, God willing, can be mandated by 

the people, we will guarantee that food is available at 

affordable prices for all Indonesian people and we will 

ensure that farmers, breeders, fishermen, fishermen must 

receive adequate income, that is our commitment. 

(C:Gua):71) 

72 PB:We will also immediately reduce the price of 

electricity, the price of staple foods and we will prepare 

fertilizer in the amount in which we need to prepare it to 

the farmers.  

(C:Vow):72) 

73 PB: Our strategy, we will work on palm oil, palm sugar, 

ethanol and sugar we will use all so that we do not import 

all the ingredients from abroad that is our strategy.  

(C:Com):73) 

74 PB: I think we are the same as we are the same to 

eradicate environmental violations.  

(C:Ref):74) 

75 PB: Our present country will make special laws in the 

field of lut and fisheries and organize fishermen trained 

with technology given access to tools, capital per person 

and marketing assisted by the government.  

(C:Vow):75) 

76 JK: I will use all the power of authority that I have nothing 

that I fear for the national interest, the people and the 

country there is nothing that I fear except Allah swt 

(C:Con):76) 

77 PB: We have another philosophy and strategy. We hold to 

the philosophy of justice that generates prosperity. We 

hold that the government must be fair, detailed, thorough, 

strict, active to correct inequality.  

(C:Gua):77) 

 

(C)  : Commisive 

Com: Commiting                            Int: Intending Vol: Volunteering 

Con : Convincing Pro: Prommising Vow: Vowing 

Gua : Guaranteeing Ref: Refusing Wis : Wishing 



 
 

 
 

4. Expressive 

No Utterance Code 

78 JK: Don‟t accusing like that Mr. Prabowo because this 

country is a legal procedure for the state law and have a 

legal mechanism.  

(E:Bla):78) 

79 JK: Do we not grudgingly convey something such as Mr. 

Prabowo said he was persecuted, battered then a press 

conference together finally what happened turned out to 

be plastic surgery.  

(E:Sar):79) 

80 JK: Sorry Mr. Prabowo I did not accuse if your party is 

corruption.  

(E:Par):80) 

81 PB: So I will not be proud just because she is a woman if 

she is a woman but does not defend her own people, I 

don't think I need to be proud.  

(E:Cri):81) 

82 JK: We did not cut off the tractor or the authoritarian 

officer, we did not stop the human rights violating the 

human rights, we did not even commit violence. 

(E:Sar):82) 

83 JK: I respect the Chair person of the KPU along with the 

commissioners, the chair person of thebawaslu and 

thecommissioners. Respectmy good friend Mr. 

PrabowoSubianto. All Indonesian people which I love.  

(E:Wel):83) 

84 JK: And I say thank you for the corn farmers we 

remember in two thousand and fourteen we still import 

three point five million tons of corn in two thousand 

eighteen we only import one hundred and eighty thousand 

tons of corn.  

(E:Tha):84) 

85 PB:   The main problem of our nation is that our wealth 

does not live in our republic. This is not anyone's fault, it 

is wrong for all of us as a nation because of that I invite 

you to let us together to find solutions to problems.  

(E:Reg):85) 

86 PB: I appreciate what Pak JokoWidodo has done in the 

field of infrastructure he has worked hard.  

(E:Pra):86) 

87 PB: Infrastructure must be for the people not the people 

for infrastructure, infrastructure cannot only be for 

monuments. But not utilized. 

(E:Dep):87) 

88 PB: We see now in the last-world reports of the last bank 

that it is actually saying that it is almost not plasticity of 

our economic growth in real terms.  

(E:Cri):88) 

89 JK: Pak Prabowo looks forward to being less optimistic. If 

I look at the human resources that I convey, I believe we 

can welcome the 4.0 industry with optimism.  

(E:Sar):89) 

90 PB: I also ask for permission to land that I control but the 

state and for my country are willing to give it, but rather 

than for foreigners I better manage it because I am 

idealistic and patriotism.  

(E:Apo):90) 

 



 
 

 
 

 

(E)  : Expressive 

Apo: Apologizing                       Par: Pardoning Tha: Thanking 

Bla : Blambing Pra : Praising Wel: Welcoming 

Cri : Critize                        Reg: Regretting  

Dep: Deploring Sar : Sarcastically  

 

5. Declaration 

No Utterance Code 

91 PB:President is chief law and forcement officers are 

responsible for implementing and enforcing the law. 

(De:Nam):9

1) 

92 JK: Do not contradict human rights and law enforcement, 

legal action that is in accordance with the procedure, not 

human rights violations.  

(De:Den):9

2) 

93 JK: Mr Sandi as the online business owner of the single 

safekeeping card and the first two hours of permits 

outside the business will immediately start the business.  

(De:Bid):93

) 

94 JK: As I stated in a merit system, there is a recruitment 

process that is truly a transparent recruitment process.  

(De:Con):9

4) 

95 PB: We have to guarantee that there is a deviate officials I 

will be fired. (De:Dis):95) 

(De:Dis):95

) 

96 JK: Actually, I have already stated that this development 

for the people in front of the construction of 191 Rb Km 

of roads in the village is for the people below who are 

often not seen by people then for compensation, maybe 

Prabowo can see in 4.5 years there is almost no conflict.  

(De:Exc):9

6) 

97 JK: To clean up polluted rivers, for example the 

Citarumharum river, we are very grateful for the support 

of the West Javanese community for this program. We 

hope to get an example.  

(De:Ble):97

) 

98 PB: Well I certainly appreciate that there are actions that 

truly carry out the functions of government so I in this 

case I recognize that this is the achievement of our 

respecting us acknowledge and we support.  

(De:App):9

8) 

99 JK: I know that MR Prabowo has 220 hectares of land in 

East Kalimantan and in 120 hectares of Aceh I say that 

these divisions were not done in my time.  

(De:Dec):9

9) 

100 JK: Since 2015 we the government has collaborated with 

the KPK namely under the name of saving natural 

resources, a lot has been done with the KPK to save 

natural resources we have.  

(De:Nam):1

00) 

 

(De): Declaration 

App: Approving                   Con: Confirming Dis: Dismissing 

Bla : Blambing Den: Denying        Exc: Excommunication 

Bid : Bidding                        Dec: Declaration Nam: Naming 



 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 

  

 



 
 

 
 

 

  

 



 
 

 
 

 

  



 
 

 
 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 

  



 
 

 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 


